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The project aimed at conceptually develop a solution that is able
to automatically transfer an already stacked and measured heap of
goods from an order tote into an erected corrugated cardboard box,
whereas the dimensions of the corrugated cardboard box and the
stack are allowed to vary within a specified interval.
The method for this project consisted of five main parts:
feasibility study; concept generation; concept choice; design; and
evaluation.
The project was initiated by a feasibility study where the problem
was clarified and knowledge regarding the problem was gathered.
The feasibility study resulted in an user requirement
specification and a product requirement specification. The product
requirement specification was utilized in the evaluation process
of the final developed concept.
The concept generation was conducted according to structured
methods prescribed by Ulrich and Eppinger. The concept choice was
done by the use of Pughs concept choice matrix.
The result of this project consists of a conceptual proposal of
how the previously described problem may be solved. The final
developed concept resulted in a cad model. The evaluation showed
that the concept did not fulfill the product requirement
specification, despite this it is assessed that the concept in its
working principle has good merits that are worth further
investigation.
Further development of the concept remain and validation of the
working principle is needed. Further choices concerning form,
material, and components remain. The report contributes to a
foundation for further development of an automated filling
mechanism for erected corrugated cardboard boxes.
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Sammanfattning
Examensarbetet syftade till att konceptuellt utveckla en lösning som automatiskt kan
förflytta en redan staplad och måttmässigt definierad hög med varor från en orderlåda till en
upprest wellpapp kartong, där dimensionerna hos högen av staplat gods och wellpapp
kartongen kan varierar inom ett specifikt intervall.
Metoden för att genomföra examensarbetet bestod i fem huvudsakliga delar: förstudie;
konceptgenerering; konceptval; konstruktion; samt utvärdering.
Genomförandet av examensarbetet inleddes av en förstudie där problembilden
tydliggjordes och kunskap inhämtades kring denna. Förstudien utmynnade i en
användarkravspecifikation och en produktkravspecifikation som kom att användas för
utvärderingen av det utvecklade konceptet.
Konceptgenereringen skedde i enlighet med Ulrich och Eppingers teoriverk kring
strukturerade metoder. Konceptval genomfördes med hjälp av Pughs konceptvalsmatris.
Resultatet av examensarbetet består i ett konceptuellt förslag på hur en lösning på den
tidigare beskrivna problematiken kan se ut. Det utvecklade konceptet resulterade en i cadmodell. Utvärderingen påvisade att konceptet inte uppfyllde produktkravspecifikationen till
fullo, trots detta bedömdes att det utvecklade konceptet i dess grundprincip har goda
meriter som är värda att undersöka vidare.
Det återstår vidareutveckling av konceptet och validering av funktionsprincipen hos
konceptet. Ställningstaganden kring utformning, material-, och komponentval återstår.
Examensarbetet anses bidra med en grund till framtida vidareutveckling av en
automatiserad fyllningsmekanism till uppresta kartonglådor.

Key words: automated corrugated cardboard box filler, conceptual development,
automation, concept generation, computer aided design, filling apparatus.
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Nomenclature
CBF – Cardboard box filler.
OFC – Order fulfillment center.

VIII

1. Introduction
This introductory chapter will present: the background related to the problem formulation;
the problem formulation of this thesis work and what it aims to achieve; the methodology
used; the limitations of this thesis work; and how the evaluation of certain steps of the
thesis work have been conducted.

1.1 Background
This section serves the purpose of introducing the commissioning body of this thesis work
and how trends in warehousing and automation relates to the thesis works’ objective.
1.1.1 PACKSIZE Technologies AB
PACKSIZE Technologies AB in Enköping is the commissioning body of this thesis work.
PACKSIZE Technologies AB is active in the field of On Demand Packaging and all the
company's research and development and manufacturing functions are located in Enköping.
PACKSIZE Technologies AB offer their customers a more efficient packaging solution
where every corrugated cardboard box is created for a certain purpose in their machines.
The dimensions of the created corrugated cardboard box are suited to the dimensions of the
goods that are to be packed. This system is called PACKSIZE on Demand Packaging
(PODP). By the utilization of customized corrugated cardboard boxes PACKSIZE's
customers may: reduce the carrying of stock of corrugated cardboard boxes; decrease the
risk of transport damages; decrease the usage of filling material; optimization of
warehousing space. Example of customers of PACKSIZE are as follows: Staples; MityLife;
Mack Molding; and Boston Scientific.
PACKSIZE Technologies AB wants to investigate how to transfer a measured and stacked
pile of goods into an erected corrugated cardboard box, which is manufactured from the
measurements taken from the stacked pile of goods. Relating to this PACKSIZE
Technologies AB wants to develop a concept that solves this problem.
1.1.2 Warehousing and automation
The objective of this thesis work is closely related to the grander warehousing trends1 of a
higher level of automation that is salient in especially Europe and North American.
Hamberg and Verriet presents the current situation in warehousing, where order size is
decreasing and order frequency is increasing in part due to the aggrandizement of ecommerce operations. Hamberg and Verriet argues that this type of trends related to higher
level of automation have their origin in the problem of availability of human operators and
cost of suitable warehousing space. Hamberg and Verriet further argue that it seems like a
higher level of automation of warehouse operations is the only way forward.

1

Hamberg, Roelof, and Jacques Verriet. , 'The Falcon Project: Model-Based Design of Automated
Warehouses', in Anonymous (, London, Springer London, 2012;2011;2014;), 3-13.
1
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This contributes to the overall scene conveyed by personnel at PACKSIZE Technologies
AB that there is a pressing need to across-the-board heighten the degree of automation in
connection to the packaging process at order fulfillment centers.2 3

1.2 Problem Formulation
This thesis work will deal with the conceptual development of a novel way of filling prestacked objects into corrugated cardboard boxes automatically. The corrugated cardboard
box filler shall be able to handle a wide variety of different objects.
The product is meant to be a part of PACKSIZE Technologies AB’s strategy to develop
fully automatic packaging solutions. One of the solutions that is under development is
oriented towards handling goods that are missing reliable and consistent dimensional data.
In this case the goods that are supposed to be packaged, i.e. transferred to a corrugated
cardboard box, need to be processed in the following steps: stacking of the goods, either
manually or automatically; and then measuring the stack of goods. Once the measurement
of the stacked goods is finished a corrugated cardboard box with the correct dimensions
may be created and erected. The next step of the process is to automatically transfer the pile
of stacked goods into the erected corrugated cardboard box. This last process step is
currently lacking a given solution and the objective of this thesis work consequently is to
develop a conceptual solution to the problem.

1.3 Objectives
The thesis works’ objectives are as follows:
-

-

Develop a conceptual way of transferring a measured and stacked pile of goods into
an erected corrugated cardboard box, which is manufactured from the
measurements taken from the stacked pile of goods.
Creating a CAD-model of the concept.

1.4 Limitations
This thesis works’ focus is on the mechanical aspects of the problem formulation. Thus
adjacent areas such as: programming; electronics; sensors; machine vision etc, that relates
to this thesis work is outside of the scope for this thesis work because the competences
required for such an undertaking is outside of the regular competences of a mechanical
engineering student.
Additional limitations of the thesis work are that proper dimensioning and selection of
components will not be included. Whatever components are included in the final CADmodel are only to be thought of as dummies, whose main roles are to be displaying the
would-be functions of the components.

2

Roos, Mikael; Mechanical Engineering Manager, PACKSIZE Technologies. Enköping, thesis work
introduction meeting. 2018-02-23.
3
Pettersson, Niklas; Global VP Technical Innovation, PACKSIZE Technologies. Enköping, thesis work
introduction meeting. 2018-02-23.
2
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In general it can be said that the developed concept is supposed to be a demonstration of an
overall functional principle rather than a detailed design.

1.5 Methodology
This thesis work shall follow the structure beneath:
1. Development of user requirement specifications, see appendix 1, in cooperation
with personnel at PACKSIZE Technologies AB.
2. Development of product requirement specifications, see appendix 2, that translates
the user requirement specifications into what the product is supposed to accomplish.
This will also be done in cooperation with personnel at PACKSIZE Technologies
AB.
3. Feasibility study, see chapter 3. Defining the problem and gathering of knowledge
regarding the problem.
4. Concept generation, see chapter 4 and 5. Concept review meeting 1 and 2 with
personnel at PACKSIZE Technologies AB.
5. Concept selection, see chapter 6, by Pugh’s concept screening. Concept selection
meeting with personnel at PACKSIZE Technologies AB.
6. Further development of the chosen concept, see chapter 7 and 8. Design review
meeting 1 with personnel at PACKSIZE Technologies AB.
7. Finalization of CAD-model and writing of report.
8. Evaluation, see chapter 9, of final design against user and product requirement
specifications.
1.5.1 Feasibility Study
The feasibility study serves the purpose of defining the problem and gather knowledge
concerning the problem formulation. This will be the foundation from which the concept
generation will derive. Initially the feasibility study will result in a user requirement
specification and product requirement specification that will be developed in cooperation
with personnel at PACKSIZE Technologies AB’s mechanical and research and
development section. Further on the feasibility study will include literature studies
concerning the following areas: concept generation; concept evaluation; and concept
development. Lastly the feasibility study will include a survey of already developed
solutions on the market and how they may serve as partial solutions to the main problem.
1.5.2 Concept Development
The concept development will be conducted according to structured concept generation
methods. The following steps, as described by Ulrich and Eppinger 4 , will be utilized:
problem definition; external search; internal search; systematical exploration; reflection
over the developed solutions and processes. See section 2.1.

4

Ulrich, Karl T., and Steven D. Eppinger. , 'Produktutveckling: Konstruktion Och Design', 1. edn, Lund,
Studentlitteratur, 2014, 169ff .

3
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The problem definition will interact with the previously conducted feasibility study in such
a way that the both of them serves the purposes of developing a general understanding of
the problem and then decomposing the higher level complex problem into several smaller
partial problems that are more manageable.
The external search will consist of: literature studies; benchmarking of closely related
products that may serve as partial solutions; and meetings with personnel at PACKSIZE
Technologies AB development section.
The internal search will include: TRIZ; concept classification trees; and Osborn's idea
spurring questions, see chapter 2.
1.5.3 Concept Choice
The concept choice will be conducted according to Pugh concept selection matrix, see
section 2.4.
1.5.4 Design
The design part will include producing a CAD-model of the chosen concept.
1.5.5 Evaluation
The evaluation process of choosing concept will be done in a more general manner,
compared to the final evaluation, as the specific attributes of each concept have not yet
been developed at that point in the project’s timeline. The final evaluation of the chosen
and developed concept is to be benchmarked against the product requirement specification.

4

2. Theory
This chapter will present the theory used throughout this thesis work, which will include:
concept generation; TRIZ; Osborn’s Idea Spurring; concept selection; and concept
classification trees.

2.1 Concept Generation
Ulrich and Eppinger defines a concept as:
“an approximate description of the technology, working principles, and form
of the product. It is a concise description of how the product will satisfy the customer
needs. A concept is usually expressed as a sketch or as a rough three-dimensional model
and is often accompanied by a brief textual description.”5
This quotation encompasses what is meant by a concept through this thesis work. In regards
to the concept generation it will follow the five-step method presented by Ulrich and
Eppinger6 :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Clarify the problem.
Search externally.
Search internally.
Explore systematically.
Reflect on the solutions and the process.

A note regarding the sequential labeling may be brought forth as to not be taken literally.
Several of the steps may occur simultaneously throughout the concept generation process.
2.1.1 Clarify the problem
The first step in the five-step method addresses how to develop an understanding of the
problem and thereafter decomposing the problem into subproblems that are more
manageable when searching for solutions to them. The input to this phase might be: the
thesis works’ problem formulation; the user requirement specification; and the product
requirement specification.
The decomposition of the problems may be done in accordance with what Ulrich and
Eppinger7 presents as functional decomposition. Whereas the process is as follows:
1. Present the problem as a black box model that affects flows of: material; energy;
and signals.
2. Decompose the problem in partial functions until sufficient abstraction level have
been reached so that the problem may be more easily handled.

5

Ulrich, Karl T., and Steven D. Eppinger. , 'Product Design and Development', (5., International edn, Boston,
Mass, McGraw-Hill/Irwin, 2012), 119.
6
Ibid, 119ff.
7
Ibid, 121f.
5
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Ulrich and Eppinger8 emphasizes that the objective of the process is to describe the
product’s functional element without indicate a certain technical solution.
2.1.2 Search Externally
Ulrich and Eppinger9 present this step as a way of finding existing solutions that may be
applied to both the general problem and the subproblems. The external search is in its
essence an information-gathering process as to how different problem sets may be solved.
The external search, as suggested by Ulrich and Eppinger, may include: lead user
interviews; expert consultation; patent searches; literature searches; and competitive
benchmarking.
2.1.3 Search Internally
What is meant by internal search is the use of “personal and team knowledge and creativity
to generate solution concepts.”10 For this step TRIZ, see section 2.2, and Osborn’s Idea
Spurring, see section 2.3, may be utilized as creative tools.
2.1.4 Explore Systematically
The process of exploring systematically is a response to the large amount concept
fragments that the external and internal searches results in. Ulrich and Eppinger means that
the systematically exploration is “aimed at navigating the space of possibilities by
organizing and synthesizing these solution fragments.”11 A specific tool for this systematic
exploration is the concept classification tree, which is used to compartmentalize different
solutions in distinct classes in order to compare solutions and eliminate less viable
solutions. Concept classification trees as a tool is further presented in section 2.5.
2.1.5 Reflect on the Solution and the Process
As previously noted in section 2.1 regarding the sequential labeling of this five-step
method, this step should be present through the entire process.

2.2 TRIZ
Ilevbare et al. presents TRIZ (the theory of inventive problem solving) as a “systematic
approach for finding solutions to technical problems and innovating technical systems” 12.
Ilevbare et al further argue that TRIZ, as a tool for problem solving, may assist in
identifying and offer direct solutions to the problem at hand where other methods fail to
point out solutions.13

8

Ulrich, Karl T., and Steven D. Eppinger. , 'Product Design and Development', (5., International edn, Boston,
Mass, McGraw-Hill/Irwin, 2012), 123.
9
Ibid, 124ff.
10
Ibid, 127.
11
Ibid, 130.
12
Ilevbare, Imoh M., David Probert, and Robert Phaal. 'A Review of TRIZ, and its Benefits and Challenges in
Practice', Technovation, vol. 33/no. 2-3, (2013), pp. 31ff.
13
Ibid, 31.
6
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In the TRIZ methodology contradictions and the solving of them are in the center of
attention. Contradictions are seen as the incompatibility of certain features within a system,
and they may be divided into technical and physical contradictions.
The main tools that have been used in the idea and concept generation are: the 40 inventive
principles14; the separation principles; and creativity tools.
The previously mentioned technical and physical contradictions may be solved through the
use of the 40 inventive principles. The 40 inventive principles may be seen as “simple
solution triggers to show us all the ways the world knows to solve particular
contradictions”.15 It is further argued by Gadd that these triggers needs to be accompanied
by relevant knowledge and experience relating to the problem at hand if one is supposed
create viable solutions to the problem.16
The separation principles refers to how particularly physical contradictions may be “solved
by separating the solutions in different ways which gives both solutions.”17 This can be
further clarified by an example. A door stop needs to hold a door open, it has to be thin
enough so that it can slide under the door, but it also needs to be thick enough to stop the
door. This is an example of a physical contradiction. If the separation principle of space is
applied here, the door stop may be designed so that it is thick in one end and thin in the
other end. Consequently the door stop may be able to slide under the door while also being
able to stop the door.
The separation principles may be applied to the following aspects: time, space, condition,
and system. Gadd further argues that “simple mapping of a system in time or space steps
(and visualizing its use at different times and places) gives us great clarity of understanding
and helps us see obvious solutions.”18
TRIZ is associated with several creativity triggers or creativity tools. The particular
creativity tools utilized in this thesis work are as follows: thinking in time and scale; BAD
solution park; and combination of all the good from various solution.19

2.3 Osborn’s Idea Spurring
Osborn’s idea spurring is a method that may be utilized in a brainstorming session for
evoking new thoughts and new angles of approach, as such it should not be applied initially
in the concept development process but later on in the process. The method consists of a
large number of universal questions20 that may be applied to any previously produced idea
or concept. The questions are divided into the following different categories: change the

14

Gadd, Karen , 'TRIZ for Engineers: Enabling Inventive Problem Solving',1 edn, Chichester, West Sussex,
U.K;Hoboken, N.J;, Wiley, 2011, 140ff.
15
Ibid, 101.
16
Ibid, 101.
17
Ibid, 106.
18
Ibid, 123.
19
Ibid, 14.
20
Charles Cave. Question Summary Applied Imagination. 1997.
http://members.optusnet.com.au/charles57/Creative/Techniques/osb_quest.htm (Retrieved 2018-04-04)
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use; adapting; modifying; magnifying; minifying; substituting; rearranging; reversing; and
combining21.

2.4 Concept Selection
Concept selection is according to Ulrich and Eppinger 22 a process where concepts are
evaluated in relation to: how well the concepts fulfil the customer’s needs; its strengths; and
its weaknesses. The evaluation process is such that the concepts are evaluated relative to
each other. The objective of the concept selection process is to sift through the larger body
of concepts to find one or several concepts for further development.
There are several advantages of utilizing a structured method for the concept selection
process. Documentation is key in the use of a structure method. The motifs of certain
decision are documented and consequently these may be defended, or accused, later in the
design process. Further on the use of a structure method may assist the customer focus in
such a way that criterions that are critical to a customer may be evaluated in regards to how
well a concept fulfil that specific criteria.
2.4.1 Pugh’s Concept Screening
Concept screening is a method developed by Stuart Pugh, consequently it is referred to as
Pugh’s Concept Screening, which aim to sort concepts in an efficient manner and to
improve the concepts.23 Johannesson et al.24 argues that it is of importance that the
criterions in the matrix corresponds to the specification’s shall and should requirements
which are beneficial to overachieve. Johannesson et al also contend that it is important to
encapsulate all of the relevant aspects, without straying too far from the critical main
problem that the product should solve25. In order for the concept screening matrix to be
efficient the maximum number of criterions to be addressed should be limited to 15-20
criterions, and if the opportunity occurs several criterions that are similar to their
characteristic may be merged 26.

2.5 Concept Classification Trees
Ulrich and Eppinger27 presents the purpose of employing concept classification trees in the
concept generation process as a tool for navigating between the vast amount of different
solutions as well as organizing and synthesizing the solutions.

21

Ibid.
Ulrich, Karl T., and Steven D. Eppinger. , 'Produktutveckling: Konstruktion Och Design', 1. edn, Lund,
Studentlitteratur, 2014, 198.
23
Ibid, 203.
24
Johannesson, Hans, Jan-Gunnar Persson, and Dennis Pettersson. , 'Produktutveckling: Effektiva Metoder
För Konstruktion Och Design' 2. edn, Stockholm, Liber, 2013, 183f.
25
Ibid, 183.
26
Ibid, 183.
27
Ulrich, Karl T., and Steven D. Eppinger. , 'Produktutveckling: Konstruktion Och Design', 1. edn, Lund,
Studentlitteratur, 2014, 183ff.
22
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The different tasks that are simplified by employing concept classification trees as a tool
are as follows28:
- Sort out bad branches.
- Identify independent solutions.
- Recognize too much focus on one specific branch.
- Further decompose problem.

28

Ulrich, Karl T., and Steven D. Eppinger. , 'Produktutveckling: Konstruktion Och Design', 1. edn, Lund,
Studentlitteratur, 2014, 185f.
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3. Feasibility Study
This chapter will present the feasibility study which includes the following: the utilization
of a cardboard box filler; user and product requirement specifications; decomposition of
problems; concept classification trees; and a comparison of similar product/product
functions.

3.1 Utilization of a Cardboard Box Filler
The utilization of a cardboard box filler (CBF) may serve the purpose of heightening the
level of automation in regards to the packaging of prepackaged goods in an order
fulfillment center (OFC), i.e. a facility dedicated to the fulfillment of customer orders. The
notion that there are no existing viable products on the market for this particular set of
functions to fulfill has risen during discussions with PACKSIZE Technologies AB29 30.
This notion has further been verified during a survey of the logistics and material handling
market. Consequently this leads this thesis work to mainly be focusing on the development
of a novel and conceptual way of automatically filling a corrugated cardboard box with
goods.
A possible utilization of a cardboard box filler (CBF) have been presented by PACKSIZE
Technologies AB31 personnel in that it will be preceded by a stacking and measuring
process.
The overall process is as follows:
1. The picking process in the OFC finishes and the order tote, which is a plastic
container where the order is picked into, or tray arrives to the packaging station.
2. A person or a robot stacks the objects, in the order tote or tray, which the order
consists of.
3. Measurements of the stacked objects are taken.
4. A corrugated cardboard box is printed in accordance to the dimensions taken in step
3.
5. The stack, still in the order tote or tray, is transferred to the handling area of the
CBF.
6. The CBF transfers the stack into an erected corrugated cardboard box.

3.2 User and Product Requirement Specifications
The user, see excerpt in table 3.1, and product requirement specifications, see excerpt in
table 3.2, for this thesis work have been developed with input from PACKSIZE

29

Roos, Mikael; Mechanical Engineering Manager, PACKSIZE Technologies. Enköping, thesis work
introduction meeting. 2018-02-23.
30
Pettersson, Niklas; Global VP Technical Innovation, PACKSIZE Technologies. Enköping, thesis work
introduction meeting. 2018-02-23.
31
Ibid.
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Technologies employees: Mikael Roos, Mechanical Engineering Manager; and Niklas
Pettersson, Global VP Technical Innovation, during a specifications review meeting32 33.
Table 3.1 Excerpt from the user requirement specification describing the functionality of
the product.
3.1.1.1
3.1.1.2
3.1.1.2.1
3.1.1.3
3.1.1.4
3.1.1.5

The product shall handle a wide variety of packaged objects.
The product shall handle a stack of goods.
The product shall keep the stack stable through the transfer.
The product shall transfer the stacked objects in to an erected cardboard box.
The product shall handle objects where the dimensions of the objects stacked
may vary between 200x150x50 and 600x400x400 [mm].
The product shall be able to handle the objects without inflicting any damage
to the objects.

The entire user requirement specification can be found in appendix 1.
Table 3.2 Excerpt from the product requirement specification describing the functionality
of the product.
3.1.1.1
3.1.1.1.1
3.1.1.1.2
3.1.1.1.3

3.1.1.1.4

3.1.1.1.5
3.1.1.2
3.1.1.2.1
3.1.1.3
3.1.1.4
3.1.1.5

The product shall handle a wide variety of packaged objects.
The products should be able to handle object class 1, objects that are
compressible and/or soft, described in appendix 5.1.1.
The products should be able to handle object class 2, objects that are
incompressible and/or hard, described in appendix 5.1.2.
The products should be able to handle object class 3, objects that have a shape
that may be considered as regular and easily packed, described in appendix
5.1.3.
The products should be able to handle object class 4, objects that have a shape
that may be considered as regular but not easily packed, described in appendix
5.1.4.
The products should be able to handle object class 5, objects that have a shape
that may be considered as irregular, described in appendix 5.1.5.
The product shall handle a pre-stacked heap of goods.
The product shall keep the stack stable through the transfer.
The product shall transfer the stacked objects into an erected cardboard box.
The product shall handle objects where the dimensions of the objects stacked
may vary between 200x150x50 and 600x400x400 [mm].
The product shall be able to handle the objects without inflicting any damage
to the objects.

The entire product requirement specification can be found in appendix 2.
32

Roos, Mikael; Mechanical Engineering Manager, PACKSIZE Technologies. Enköping, review
specifications. 2018-04-03.
33
Pettersson, Niklas; Global VP Technical Innovation, PACKSIZE Technologies. Enköping, review
specification. 2018-04-03.
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The product requirement specification will act as input in the evaluation process for the
final concept, see section 1.3.5. Thusly it will function as a means of evaluating how well
the objective of the thesis work has been met.

3.3 Decomposition of Problems
Given what the previous section presented in terms of the CBF’s utilization it poses a
number of complex problems for the CBF to handle:
-

-

A wide variety of products are meant to be handled where the aspects of:
dimensions; weight; shape; ability to grip; fragility etc. are variable.
The process of transferring the objects from their initial position into the erected
cardboard box while maintaining control of over them, and securing their final
positioning in the erected cardboard box.
Handling all of the above within the specified cycle time.

As presented by Ulrich and Eppinger34 this type of design problem is too complex to be
solved as one single problem. What needs to be done instead is to decompose the main
problem into smaller and more manageable problems. The decomposition of the problems
will be done in accordance with functional decomposition, see section 2.1.1.

Figure 3.1 Black box model of the CBF.

34

Ulrich, Karl T., and Steven D. Eppinger. , 'Produktutveckling: Konstruktion Och Design', 1. edn, Lund,
Studentlitteratur, 2014, 171.
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Figure 3.2 Partial functions of the CBF.
Figure 3.1 and 3.2 shows the initial decomposition of the general problem of the CBF’s
functionality. The thin lines represent flows of energy. The thick lines represent flows of
material. The dotted lines represent flows of signals.
Table 3.3 Description of all of the partial functions of the CBF and the main problem.
1. Energy
1.1 Receive energy
1.2 Convert energy to mechanical energy
2. Objects
2.1 Handle stack, stability, and grip
2.1.1 Handling stack
2.1.2 Maintain stability of stack
2.2 Handle variation, size and weight
2.2.1 Adjusting grip of stack according to size of stack
2.2.2 Adjusting force needed according to weight of stack
2.3 Transfer
2.3.1 Move stack
2.3.2 Move cardboard box
3. Signals
3.1 Assessing stack
3.1.1 Assessing size of stack
3.1.2 Assessing weight of stack
3.1.3 Localizing stack in handling area
3.2 Initiating transfer
4. Main problem
4.1 Transfer stack to cardboard box
Table 3.3 summarizes all of the partial functions that the CBF need to handle in order to
fulfill the function, described under main problem, to transfer stack to cardboard box. Part 3
13
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Signals will be omitted in terms of developing concepts regarding this as this thesis work is
limited to the design of the mechanical system, however a simpler concept classification
tree will be presented for methodology’s sake.

3.4 Concept Classification Trees
This section serves to create structure regarding all of the concept fragments and as well as
a further decomposing of problems. This has been done in accordance with section 2.5. The
following section presents concept classification trees for the partial functions described in
table 3.3.
3.4.1 Energy
Figure 3.3 present several viable ways of converting energy to mechanical energy, which in
CBF might be employed in several way such as: pushing; lifting; rotating etc.

Figure 3.3 Concept classification tree over the partial function of converting energy to
mechanical energy.
3.4.2 Objects
Figure 3.4 present three ways of solving the function needed to maintain stability of the
stack. By securing all six sides of the stack one may argue that the stack indeed is secured,
however a solution that is capable of securing all sides of the stack may give rise to a
contradiction. The contradiction might be that the solution gives rise to an unnecessary
complex design when simplicity is sought.

14
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Figure 3.4. Concept classification tree over the partial function of maintaining stability of
stack.
Figure 3.5 present three ways of solving the function needed to adjust the grip of the stack
according to the size of the stack. The adjustable walls may be able to handle a wide variety
of different sized stacks, however it might not be able to handle all types of goods as small
and thin objects might get stuck in the mechanism. The finger type gripper also might be
problematic when it comes to being able to handle an entire stack, whereas the fingers need
to be able to grip the stack from the bottom as well. As previously noted, in regards to the
securing of all sides, such a solution where the stack is enclasped from all sides might be
too complex and consequently give rise to a contradiction.

Figure 3.5 Concept classification tree over the partial function of adjusting grip of stack
according to size of stack.
Figure 3.6 and 3.7 describe different ways of moving the stack or the corrugated cardboard
box.

15
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Figure 3.6 Concept classification tree over the partial function of moving the stack.

Figure 3.7 Concept classification tree over the partial function of moving the corrugated
cardboard box.
3.4.3 Signals
In reference to table 3.3 the partial function 3.1.1 assessing the size of the stack is already
known in accordance to the stacking process described in section 3.1 utilization of
cardboard box filler. Consequently the CBF could be given access to those dimensions in
order to create knowledge regarding the dimensions belonging to the stack that is to be
handled. Other possible ways of solving the assessment of the size of the stack are
described in figure 3.8.

Figure 3.8 Concept classification tree over the partial function of assessing the size of the
stack.
The partial function 3.1.2, see table 3.3, assessing the weight of the stack might be
accomplished in the same way as the assessment of the size of stack is done, which is that
the weight is acquired from the previous step of stacking. Another idea of acquiring the
weight of the stack is to let the order tote or tray pass over a scale. This is depicted in figure
3.9.

16
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Figure 3.9 Concept classification tree over the partial function of assessing the weight of
the stack.
The partial function 3.1.3, see table 3.3, localizing the stack in the handling area might be
done by utilizing adjustable walls or an adjustable wall. Other functions are described in
figure 3.10.

17
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Figure 3.10. Concept classification tree over the partial function of localizing the stack in
the handling area.

3.5 Comparison of Similar Products/Product Functions
The part aims to serve as a survey of similar products or product functions that may be
incorporated in the concept generation. As previously noted in part 3.1 there is no existing
product that fulfil the sought functions in its entirety. Consequently this comparison shall
only be dealing with products that possess a partial functionality that is sought after. The
investigated partial functions corresponds with those presented in table 3.3. The
comparison is mainly focused those partial functions that fall under the object category, see
table 3.3.
3.5.1 Stability and Grip
The sought function is to maintain the stack’s stability throughout the transfer process from
tote or tray to cardboard box. Image 1 in figure 3.11 represent a mixed case palletizer
system called ACPaQ from Swisslog that handles a variety containerized goods of different
sizes as it palletizes those for later transport on a pallet.
Image 2 in figure 3.11 represent a rectangular scoop which if it is tilted in two directions
gives a corner where any object or objects placed in scoop will be positioned into. And it
can be said that the object or objects are secured or defined by at least two walls and the
bottom of the scoop. If the scoop is equipped with a moveable wall in its longitudinal
direction, where the moveable direction is parallel its longitudinal direction. This will lead
to any object or objects placed in the scoop being secured or defined by at least three walls
and the bottom of the scoop.
Image 3 in figure 3.11 represent a lifting table from EdmoLift. The lifting table manifests
the function of having two planes that may move relative to each other in one direction. If
one would combine the function of the tilted rectangular scoop and the lifting table it would
present a solution where three sides are secured with the addition of a moveable wall or
bottom, hence enabling a movement of whatever that is contained in the rectangular scoop.
Image 4 in figure 3.11 represent a basket. The basket exemplify the function of lifting any
type of objects while maintaining control over the objects from several different sides.

18
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Image 5 in figure 3.11 represent a parallel gripper, which is supposed to show the function
of gripping an object and securing at least two sides of it.

Figure 3.11. Image 1 Swisslog ACPaQ35. Image 2 rectangular scoop36. Image 3 lifting
table37. Image 4 basket38. Image 5 parallel gripper39.
3.5.2 Handling
The sought function in terms of handling is the ability to adjust the grip of the stack and to
accommodate the variety in size of the handled stack.
Image 1 in figure 3.12 represent a brush seal which may be employed in combination with
adjustable walls that travel relative to each other in finger type grooves.
Image 2 in figure 3.12 represent a door with an accordion type mechanism. This type of
mechanism might be utilized when designing an adjustable wall.

35

Swisslog ACPaQ [Photography]. 2017. (Retrieved 2018-04-05).
Rectangular scoop [Photography]. 2018. (Retrieved 2018-04-05).
37
Lifting table EdmoLift [Photography]. 2018. (Retrieved 2018-04-05).
38
Customer basket Alicante [Photography]. 2018. (Retrieved 2018-04-05).
39
Trossen robotics wide gripper [Photography]. 2018. (Retrieved 2018-04-05)
36
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Figure 3.12 Image 1 brush seal40. Image 2 accordion door41.
3.5.3 Transfer
The sought function in terms of transfer is to be able to transfer the stack from its initial
position, e.g. in an order tote, to the printed cardboard box.
Image 1 in figure 3.13 show a tilt table that possess the functionality to establish a tilt
corner for a stack of goods. In this case gravity will assist in order to secure the stack
against three sides, bottom and two side walls.
Image 2 in figure 3.13 represent a pallet inverter which serves the purpose of inverting an
entire pallet. This functionality might be employed in the case of top loading of corrugated
cardboard containers whereas the cardboard container needs to be flipped so that it is
orientated correctly after the transfer process is done.
Image 3 in figure 3.13 show a pneumatic pusher that is attached to a conveyor. The
functionality of the pneumatic pusher might be employed in a case where the corrugated
cardboard container needs to be side loaded.

Figure 3.13. Image 1 tilt table42. Image 2 pallet inverter43. Image 3 pusher44.

40

Brush seal [Photography]. 2018. (Retrieved 2018-04-17)
Accordion door [Photography]. 2018. (Retrieved 2018-04-17)
42
Humpries Casters tilt table corner tilt [Photography]. 2018.(Retrieved 2018-04-05)
43
Safetech pallet inverter [Photography]. 2018. (Retrieved 2018-04-05)
44
MH modules side mounted pusher [Photography]. 2018. (Retrieved 2018-04-06)
41
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4. Idea Generation
This chapter will present the introductory idea generation leading up the following concept
generation. Four main ideas will be presented in terms of how they originated.

4.1 Idea Generation
Initially in the idea generation a large body of different ideas were generated, with varying
degree of functionality. Some of the ideas presented below were developed in a
brainstorming meeting45 46 with Niklas Pettersson and Mikael Roos. In the idea generation
process the creativity tool BAD solution park was used. This acted as a measure against too
much scrutiny of each idea in the beginning of the idea generation and it meant that every
idea generated was saved, no matter how good or bad it was. The psychological inertia of
certain trail of thoughts needs to be addressed in throughout idea generation process in
order to not be too concentrated on only one type of solution. The different ideas were later
sorted into 4 main idea categories, presented below.
4.1.1 Idea 1 – Modification of Tote
The order tote may be modified in various ways in order to facilitate the transfer process of
objects from order tote to cardboard box. This idea highly relatable to the TRIZ principle of
doing something in advance to solve a contradiction. Whereas the contradiction here lies in
the problem of the stack needing to be kept stable while transporting the order tote at the
same time as the stack needs to be able to be transferred into the corrugated cardboard box.
A bottom insert, see figure 4.1, may be utilized if the order tote is equipped or
manufactured with holes in the bottom where a raisable mechanism may be employed. The
raisable bottom insert can serve its purpose to address two different problems: making the
stack available for handling; and transferring the stack. The use of a loose bottom insert
permits the use of inverted top loading of the corrugated cardboard box, which means that
the corrugated cardboard box is filled vertically when it is turned upside down.

Figure 4.1 order tote with a bottom insert.

45

Pettersson, Niklas; Global VP Technical Innovation, PACKSIZE Technologies. Enköping, brainstorming
meeting. 2018-04-03.
46
Roos, Mikael; Mechanical Engineering Manager, PACKSIZE Technologies. Enköping, brainstorming
meeting. 2018-04-03
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A basket insert, see figure 4.2, serves to solve the same problem as the bottom inserts i.e.
making the stack available for handling and transferring the stack from the order tote into
the corrugated cardboard box. The use of a basket insert permits the use of side loading, i.e.
the corrugated cardboard box is placed at an angled 90° from its upright position while the
stack is pushed into the corrugated cardboard box.

Figure 4.2 order tote with a basket insert.
An L-shaped insert, see figure 4.3, serves the same purpose as a basket insert. The only
difference is that the L-shaped insert needs to be accompanied by adjustable walls, or one
stationary and one adjustable wall, once the stack has been lifted out of the order tote in
order to secure its sides.

Figure 4.3 order tote with an L-shaped insert.
An order tote with a flexible side, see figure 4.4, enables side loading of the corrugated
cardboard box.

Figure 4.4 order tote with a flexible side.
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The idea generation related to idea 1 has been heavily influenced by the 40 principles of the
TRIZ framework. The principles that have been applied in regards to idea 1 are as
follows47:
- Segmentation.
o Whereas the order tote is divided or modified into independent parts with the
ability to move relative to each other.
- Prior action.
o An insertable bottom, basket, or L-shape is placed into the order tote on
beforehand in order to facilitate the transfer process.
- The other way around.
o Rather than focusing on moving the stack into the corrugated cardboard box,
the corrugated cardboard box may be slipped on the stack.
- Dynamics.
o Modifying the order tote to accommodate a flexible side, e.g. it may slide
vertically or horizontally to open up a side, may give it some sense of
dynamics.
- Intermediary.
o This principle follows the same logic as the principle of prior action, thusly
use e.g. an insertable bottom to facilitate the transfer process.
4.1.2 Idea 2 – Making Use of Gravity
The order tote may be tilted in order to secure the stack against a side or a corner depending
on what type of tilting is utilized. If single tilt is used the stack will only be secured against
one side of the order tote. If double tilt is used the stack will end up secured against one
corner, thusly secured against two sides and the bottom. Both of the scenarios utilize
gravity in such a way that it works to keep the stack against one or two sides.
The idea generation related to idea 2 has been heavily influenced by the 40 principles of the
TRIZ framework, in the same way as idea 1 has. The principle that has been applied in
regards to idea 2 is as follows48:
-

Another dimension
o The order tote may be inclined and tilted in an appropriate manner so that a
tilt corner is created where the stack is secured from at least three sides.

4.1.3 Idea 3 – Inverting
By inverting, i.e. flipping it around, the entire CBF the possibility of top loading of the
corrugated cardboard box opens up. The U-shaped clamping devices seen in figure 5.2 as
well as the L-shaped clamping devices seen in figure 5.1 originate from the idea that the
entire CBF is inverted, which in turn needed a solution to keep the cardboard box in place
throughout the inversion process.

47

Gadd, Karen , 'TRIZ for Engineers: Enabling Inventive Problem Solving',1 edn, Chichester, West Sussex,
U.K;Hoboken, N.J;, Wiley, 2011, 140ff.
48
Ibid, 155.
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The idea generation related to idea 3 has also been heavily influenced by the 40 principles
of the TRIZ framework, in the same way as previous ideas have. The principles that have
been applied in regards to idea 3 are as follows 49:
-

-

Nested doll.
o The nested doll principle gave rise to the idea of telescopic abilities of the
clamping devices, whereas these clamping devices accommodate the
different dimensional restraints that can be found in the product requirement
specification.
Periodic action.
o The periodic action principle is thought of in combination with the principle
of another dimension presented in section 4.1.2 as well as the principle of
intermediary in section 4.1.1. If the CBF has a raisable bottom insert as well
as a tilt mechanism and a means to inverting itself around an axis, this needs
to be divided up into several different actions.

4.1.4 Idea 4 – Transfer to Buffer Tote or Tray
The idea of introducing a buffer tote or buffer tray originates from the use of Osborn’s idea
spurring, see section 2.3. By asking the questions:
-

Is it possible to rearrange the sequence?
Is it possible to adapt a tray or tote to be adjustable?

By investigating these questions an adjustable tray, see figure 4.5, was conceived. This idea
would entail the transferring of the stack from the order tote into the adjustable tray before
it is transferred in its turn into the corrugated cardboard box.

Figure 4.5 tray, red, with adjustable walls, green and yellow.

49

Gadd, Karen , 'TRIZ for Engineers: Enabling Inventive Problem Solving',1 edn, Chichester, West Sussex,
U.K;Hoboken, N.J;, Wiley, 2011, 146ff.
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5. Concept Review
This chapter will present the initial concepts. The presentation will include: the
prerequisites for the concepts; the process steps included; the assessed benefits and
disadvantages with the concepts.
With a basis formed from the previously presented chapter regarding the idea generation
five concepts were developed by combining the separate ideas into more general concepts.
The main focus of this part of the concept generation phase was to illustrate the general
functionality of each concept rather than going into the details of each concept.
When developing these concepts the separation principles, see section 2.2, have been
utilized mainly to achieve a useful mapping of the concepts thought working principle in
both time and space steps.
The following developed concepts were presented to Mikael Roos and Niklas Pettersson at
PACKSIZE Technologies AB during a combined concept review and concept choice
meeting50 51.

5.1 Concept 1
This section serves the purpose of presenting the: prerequisites; process steps; benefits; and
drawbacks of concept 1. Concept 1 is described in figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1 concept 1. Initial tilting (to the left). Releasing corrugated cardboard box onto
conveyor (to the right).

50

Pettersson, Niklas; Global VP Technical Innovation, PACKSIZE Technologies. Enköping, concept review
and concept choice meeting. 2018-04-18.
51
Roos, Mikael; Mechanical Engineering Manager, PACKSIZE Technologies. Enköping, concept review and
concept choice meeting. 2018-04-18.
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The prerequisites for concept 1 are as follows:
-

The stack of goods has been stacked in the order tote against a predefined corner by
either a human operator or a robot.
The order tote needs to be modified in order to accommodate an insertable bottom
that may be raised relative to the bottom of the order tote.
The measurements of the stack has previously been taken.
The corrugated cardboard box has been printed before the order tote arrives into the
CBF, thusly a buffer zone is required.

The process steps involved in concept 1 are as follows:
1. The order tote (transparent green container in figure 5.1) arrives into the CBF by
conveyor and is locked in position by a locking mechanism.
2. The corrugated cardboard box is positioned by a cartesian coordinate robot against
the edge of the tilt corner of the order tote.
3. The clamping mechanism (see purple and grey clamps in figure 5.1) is positioned so
that the corrugated cardboard box is secured in its position.
4. The CBF initiates the tilt. When the appropriate tilt angle have been achieve the tilt
pauses and the loose bottom (see orange plate inside the green container in figure
5.1) of the modified order tote is raised, consequently the stack is transferred into
the corrugated cardboard box.
5. The CBF continues the tilt until a 90° angle have been achieved between the bottom
plate of the CBF and the top of the holding plate of the CBF.
6. The clamping mechanism is released (see figure 5.1) so that the corrugated
cardboard box may be released onto a conveyor.
The benefits with concept 1 are as follows:
-

The stack is secured by three sides throughout the transfer process.

The drawbacks with concept 1 are as follows:
-

-

Problems with containing the stacked objects might occur at the 5th process step. As
the cardboard container’s opening is perpendicular relative to the bottom plate it
might cause objects to fall out of the container.
The stack is going to end up being upside down in the corrugated cardboard
container.
The available order totes needs to be modified in order to accommodate the raisable
bottom.
Two different clamping mechanisms in regards to holding the corrugated cardboard
box in place through the transfer process.

5.2 Concept 2
This section serves the purpose of presenting the: prerequisites; process steps; benefits; and
drawbacks of concept 2. Concept 2 is described in figure 5.2.
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The prerequisites for concept 2 are identical to those described in section 5.1.1 regarding
concept 1.
The process steps involved in the concept 2 are in their essence the same as for concept 1
until step 5 as described in section 5.1. The following process steps, after step 5, are as
follows:
1. The CBF continues the tilt (from the position described in figure 5.2) until a 180°
angle has been achieved between the bottom plate of the CBF and the top of the
holding plate of the CBF.
2. The U-type clamps releases the corrugated cardboard box onto the receiver, see
cyan colored block in figure 5.2.
3. The corrugated cardboard box is pushed onto a conveyor.

Figure 5.2 concept 2. Initial tilting (to the left). Final position of CBF (to the right).
The benefits with concept 2 are as follows:
-

The stack is secured by three sides throughout the transfer process.
One single clamping mechanism that holds the cardboard container in place through
the transfer process.

The drawbacks with concept 2 are as follows:
-

Same as for concept 1, the stack will end up being upside down in the corrugated
cardboard container.
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-

Same as for concept 1, the available order totes needs to be modified in order to
accommodate the raisable bottom.

5.3 Concept 3
This section serves the purpose of presenting the: prerequisites; process steps; benefits; and
drawbacks of concept 3. Concept 3 is described in figure 5.3 and 5.4.

Figure 5.3 concept 3. Overview (to the left). Basket is raised (to the right).

Figure 5.4 concept 3. Stack is pushed into cardboard box.
The prerequisites for concept 3 are as follows:
-

The stack has been stacked in the order tote against a predefined corner by either a
human operator or a robot.
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-

The measurements of the stack has previously been taken.
The corrugated cardboard box has been printed before the order tote arrives into the
CBF, thusly a buffer zone is required.

The process steps involved in concept 3 are as follows:
1. The order tote (blue container in figure 5.3) with the insertable basket (red u-shape
basket in figure 5.3) arrives into the CBF.
2. The order tote is positioned at a prescribed location by a locking mechanism
(yellow blocks in figure 5.3).
3. The CBF tilts in one direction in such a way that the stack is secured by 3 sides.
4. The insertable basket is raised as seen in figure 5.3.
5. The stack is pushed into the corrugated cardboard box as seen in figure 5.4.
6. Once the stack is secured in the corrugated cardboard box the CBF starts to tilt
towards the outbound conveyor and then releases the corrugated cardboard box onto
the conveyor.
The benefits with concept 3 are as follows:
-

No need for modification of the existing totes in the system.
The stack is secured by three sides.

The drawbacks with concept 3 are as follows:
-

A basket is needed for every order tote available in the system.

5.4 Concept 4
This section serves the purpose of presenting the: prerequisites; process steps; benefits; and
drawbacks of concept 4. Concept 4 is described in figure 5.5 and 5.6.
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Figure 5.5 concept 4 overview (to the left). Adjustable walls lowered into the order tote (to
the right).

Figure 5.6 concept 4 with the adjustable walls securing the stack (to the left). CBF tilts to
facilitate the transfer of the stack (to the right)
The prerequisites for concept 4 are as follows:
-

The stack has been stacked in the order tote against a predefined corner by either a
human operator or a robot.
The measurements of the stack has previously been taken.
The corrugated cardboard box has been printed before the order tote arrives into the
CBF, thusly a buffer zone is required.
The order tote has been modified in such a way that one of the long sides are able to
slide downwards vertically, making it possible to transfer the stack horizontally out
from the order tote and into the corrugated cardboard box.

The process steps involved in concept 4 are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The order tote (yellow and green container in figure 5.5) arrives into the CBF.
The order tote is locked in a specified position by a locking mechanism.
The adjustable walls are lowered into the order tote, see figure 5.5.
The adjustable walls secures the stack from four sides while the stack is transferred
into the cardboard box, see figure 5.6. This is done while the CBF is tilting, see
figure 5.6.
5. Once the stack is transferred and the tilt is finished, the corrugated cardboard box is
released onto a conveyor.
The benefits with the concept 4 are as follows:
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-

The stack is secured by four sides.

The drawbacks with concept 4 are as follows:
-

Modifications of the order totes is necessary.
The adjustable wall may be problematic to lower into the order tote if any
misalignment of the order tote occurs.

5.5 Concept 5
This section serves the purpose of presenting the: process steps; benefits; and drawbacks of
concept 5. Concept 5 is described in figure 5.7 and 5.8.

Figure 5.7 concept 5 overview.

Figure 5.8 concept 5 CBF in its initial tilt position (to the left). CBF in its final tilt position
with the cardboard box released onto the conveyor (to the right).
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The process steps involved in concept 5 are as follows:
1. The order tote (blue container in figure 5.7) arrives at the stacking station from the
left. At the stacking station (the section in figure 5.7 where two conveyors are
placed tilted at the same angle near each other) an operator transfer the picked
goods from the order tote (blue) to the stacking tray (red).
2. Once the operator has finished the stacking procedure and secured the stack with the
adjustable walls (green respectively yellow walls of the red tray in figure 5.7), the
tray travels into the green wireframe structure to the right, which represents the
measurement and buffer zone. The measurements of the stack is taken and a
corrugated cardboard box is printed according to those measurements.
3. The stacking tray arrives at the CBF, located to the far right, and is positioned at a
prescribed location by a locking mechanism.
4. The green wall of the CBF, see detailed view in figure 5.8, is pushed towards the
corrugated cardboard box and at the same time the stack is transferred into the
corrugated cardboard box.
5. Once the stack is secured in the corrugated cardboard box the CBF tilts and releases
the cardboard box onto a conveyor, as seen in figure 5.8.
The benefits with the concept 5 are as follows:
-

No need for modification of the existing totes in the system.
The stack is secured by four sides.

The drawbacks with concept 5 are as follows:
-

An extra step is introduced as an operator is needed to transfer the goods from the
order tote to the stacking tray.
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6. Concept Selection
This chapter will initially present the evaluation of the partial solutions that are mainly
concerned with the accessibility of the stack. Further on this chapter will also present the
evaluation and choice of concept for further development.

6.1 Evaluation of Partial Solutions
Each partial solution developed shall be evaluated from five different aspects related to the
product requirement specification, see appendix 2, the aspects are as follows: transfer;
handling; stability; complexity; and economy.
In regards to the transfer aspect the evaluation concerns how the transfer is carried out, top
loading or side loading, and an estimate regarding how many movements that are needed to
transfer the stack into the corrugated cardboard box. The handling aspect is evaluated by
looking at how many sides of the stack that is secured and if any object related to the object
classes defined in the product requirement specification are troublesome to handle. Dealing
with the aspect of stability the partial solutions are being evaluated in regards to how
stability, which here is defined as being secured by at least three walls, of the stack is
achieved. In the matter of the complexity aspect the partial solutions have been evaluated
by assessing the amount of modifications needed.
The meaning of the concepts of top loading and side loading refers to how the corrugated
cardboard box is loaded with the stack in terms of its orientation.
6.1.1 Bottom Insert
This section serves the purpose of visually presenting the partial solution with a bottom
insert, seen in figure 4.1.1, and the evaluation of the partial solution with a bottom insert,
given in table 6.1.
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Table 6.1 evaluation of bottom insert.
Transfer
Top loading is possible when inverting the stack. Stack will end up with
its bottom upwards if inversion is utilized. At least two separate
movements are needed for the transfer process.
Handling
Needs to be combined with double tilt in order to secure the stack from
more sides than one.
Stability
Double tilt is needed in order to achieve stability.
Complexity Available order totes needs to be lightly modified with holes in their
bottoms.
Economy

The modifications needed are easily done. The loose bottom inserts needs
to be manufactured.

6.1.2 Basket Insert
This section serves the purpose of visually presenting the partial solution of a basket insert,
seen in figure 4.2, and the evaluation of the partial solution of a basket insert, given in table
6.2.
Table 6.2 evaluation of basket insert.
Transfer
Side loading is possible and at least three separate movements are needed
for the transfer process.
Handling
This partial solution needs to be combined with tilting in order to secure
the stack from more sides than one, or to be combined with adjustable
walls.
Stability
Single tilt and an additional stationary wall are needed in order to achieve
stability.
Complexity No need to modify available order totes.
Economy

Basket inserts needs to be manufactured for each available order tote.

6.1.3 L-Shaped Insert
This section serves the purpose of visually presenting the partial solution of an L-shaped
insert, seen in figure 4.3, and the evaluation of the partial solution of an L-shaped insert,
given in table 6.3.
Table 6.3 evaluation of L-shaped insert.
Transfer
Side loading is possible and at least three separate movements are needed
for the transfer process.
Handling
This partial solution needs to be combined with tilting in order to secure
the stack from more sides than one, or to be combined with adjustable
walls.
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Stability

An additional stationary wall and single tilt are needed to achieve stability.

Complexity No need to modify available order totes.
Economy

The L-shaped inserts needs to be manufactured.

6.1.4 Flexible Side
This section serves the purpose of visually presenting the partial solution of a flexible side,
seen in figure 4.4, and the evaluation of the partial solution of a flexible side, given in table
6.4.
Table 6.4 evaluation of flexible side.
Transfer
Side loading is possible and at least three separate movements are needed
for the transfer process.
Handling
This partial solution needs to be combined with tilting in order to secure
the stack from more sides than one, or to be combined with adjustable
walls. However thin, small, or irregular shaped objects might get stuck in
the adjustable walls if this is applied as a solution in the use of this partial
solution.
Stability
Double tilt is needed in order to achieve stability, or moveable walls are
needed within the order tote.
Complexity The available order totes needs to be heavily modified.
Economy

This partial solution is costly as new modified order totes are needed.

6.1.5 Tray with Adjustable Walls
This section serves the purpose of visually presenting the partial solution of a tray with
adjustable walls, seen in figure 4.5, and the evaluation of the partial solution of a tray with
adjustable walls, given in table 6.5.
Table 6.5 evaluation of tray with adjustable walls.
Transfer
Side loading is possible and at least two separate movements are needed
for the transfer process.
Handling
The operator secures that stack, so that it is secured by four sides.
However thin, small, or irregular shaped objects might get stuck in the
adjustable walls.
Stability
Single tilt is needed in order to achieve stability.
Complexity There is no need to modify available order totes.
Economy

An operator or a robot needs to transfer the stack from the order tote to the
tray. Furthermore new trays needs to be developed and manufactured.
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6.1.6 Partial Solution Selection Matrix
It is worth bringing forth that the evaluation conducted here is general to its characteristic,
as previously noted in section 1.3.5. Table 6.6 has been developed according to section 2.4.
Table 6.6 partial solution choice matrix.
Bottom
insert
(DATUM)
Transfer
0
Handling
0
Stability
0
Complexity
0
Economy
0
Sum +
Sum 0
Sum Net value
Rank

0
0
0
0
1

Basket
insert

L-shaped
insert

Flexible
side

Tray w.
adj. walls

0
0
+
-

0
0
+
-

0
-

0
+
+
-

1
2
2
-1
2

1
2
1
-1
2

0
1
4
-3
3

2
1
2
0
1

The evaluation, see table 6.6, of the partial solutions has found that the ideas with a bottom
insert and a tray with adjustable walls seems to be the most valid for further development.

6.2 Evaluation of Concepts
The evaluation of the developed concepts has focused on the same aspects as the evaluation
of the partial solutions previously presented. The following section serves the purpose of
explaining what the different aspects mean in relation to the concept choice matrix.
6.2.1 Concept 1
This section serves the purpose of presenting the evaluation, given in table 6.7, of concept
1, described in section 5.1.
Table 6.7 evaluation of concept 1.
Transfer
Top loading is possible. The stack will end up being upside down in the
cardboard box. At least three separate movements are needed for the
transfer process.
Handling
The 90° tilt of the platform relative to the ground is problematic as it may
lead to object falling out of the cardboard box.
Stability
The stack is secured by three sides throughout the process.
Complexity The order totes in the system needs to be modified with a loose bottom
insert. Two different clamping mechanisms are utilized.
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Economy

The modifications needed are easily done. The loose bottom insert needs
to be manufactured. The CBF needs to be accompanied by e.g. a Cartesian
handling system that places the corrugated cardboard box.

6.2.2 Concept 2
This section serves the purpose of presenting the evaluation, given in table 6.8, of concept
1, described in section 5.2.
Table 6.8 evaluation of concept 2.
Transfer
Top loading is possible. The stack will end up being upside down in the
cardboard box. At least three separate movements are needed for the
transfer process.
Handling
By utilizing a 180° tilt relative to the ground there is no risk of objects
falling out of the cardboard box.
Stability
The stack is secured by three sides throughout the process.
Complexity The order totes in the system needs to be modified with a loose bottom
insert. One single clamping mechanism is utilized.
Economy
The modifications needed are easily done. The loose bottom insert needs
to be manufactured. The CBF needs to be accompanied by a Cartesian
handling system that places the corrugated cardboard box.
6.2.3 Concept 3
This section serves the purpose of presenting the evaluation, given in table 6.9, of concept
1, described in section 5.3.
Table 6.9 evaluation of concept 3.
Transfer
Side loading is possible. At least four separate movements are needed for
the transfer process.
Handling
This concept needs to be combined with tilting in order to secure the stack
from more sides than one.
Stability
An additional stationary wall and single tilt is needed to achieve stability
of the stack.
Complexity There is no need to modify the available order totes in the system.
Economy

The basket inserts needs to be manufactured for every available order
totes, which makes the concept costly.
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6.2.4 Concept 4
This section serves the purpose of presenting the evaluation, given in table 6.10, of concept
1, described in section 5.4.
Table 6.10 evaluation of concept 4.
Transfer
Side loading is possible. At least six separate movements are needed for
the transfer process.
Handling
The adjustable walls might be problematic to slip into the order tote. Small
and/or thin objects might get stuck in the adjustable walls.
Stability
The adjustable walls, the bottom, and one of the side walls secures the
stack from four different sides.
Complexity The available order totes needs to be heavily modified. The modified totes
may have an increased risk of malfunctioning as there is a need for the
flexible side to move, which may give rise to the drawer-effect.
Economy
The concept is costly as new modified totes are needed.

6.2.5 Concept 5
This section serves the purpose of presenting the evaluation, given in table 6.11, of concept
1, described in section 5.5.
Table 6.11 evaluation of concept 5.
Transfer
Side loading is possible. At least three separate movements are needed for
the transfer process.
Handling
An operator secures the stack, so that it is secured by four sides. Small
and/or thin objects might get stuck in the adjustable walls.
Stability
Single tilt is needed in order to achieve stability of the stack.
Complexity There is no need to modify the available order totes in the system,
however a new tray is introduced to the system.
Economy
An operator or a robot is needed to transfer the stack from the order tote to
the tray. New trays needs to be developed and manufactured.
6.2.6 Concept Choice Matrix
Table 6.12 has been developed according to section 2.4. The evaluation of the developed
concepts has found that concept 2 seems to be the most valid choice for further
development. During a combined concept review and concept choice meeting with Mikael
Roos52 and Niklas Pettersson53 at PACKSIZE Technologies AB table 6.6 and 6.12 were
52

Roos, Mikael; Mechanical Engineering Manager, Packsize Technologies. Enköping, concept review and
choice meeting. 2018-04-18.
53
Pettersson, Niklas; Global VP Technical Innovation, Packsize Technologies. Enköping, concept review and
choice meeting. 2018-04-18.
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presented and discussed. Concept 2 in table 6.12 was decided to be further developed. The
main addition to be mentioned from the concept choice meeting was the idea of keeping the
order tote tilted throughout the process. The tilting is supposed to mitigate any harmful
effects on the stability of the stack by accelerating or decelerating the order tote. Any shift
in the stack’s structure during the process may cause problems when the stack is to be
transferred from the order tote into the cardboard box.
Table 6.12 concept choice matrix.
Concept 1
(DATUM)
Transfer
0
Handling
0
Stability
0
Complexity
0
Economy
0
Sum +
Sum 0
Sum Net value
Rank

0
0
0
0
2

Concept 2

Concept 3

Concept 4

Concept 5

0
+
0
+
0

0
0
+
-

+
-

0
+
-

2
3
0
2
1

1
2
2
-1
3

1
0
4
-3
5

1
1
3
-2
4
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7. Further Development of Chosen Concept
This chapter will present the further development of the chosen concept. It will be
presented in different modules that illustrate the further problem decomposition of concept
2’s working principle.
The further development of the chosen concept, concept 2, has been divided into eight
modules that serves the purpose of solving certain decomposed problems and subproblems.
The modules are as follows and are presented in sequential order.
-

Module 1 concerns the insertion of the corrugated cardboard box into the CBF.
Module 2 deals with the locking of previously mentioned corrugated cardboard box
in the CBF.
Module 3 concerns the insertion of the tilted order tote into the CBF.
Module 4 handles the locking of previously mentioned tilted order tote in the CBF.
Module 5 manages the mechanism of raising the loose bottom of the order tote.
Module 6 deals with the rotation of the entire CBF platform.
Module 7 handles the unloading of the corrugated cardboard box.
Module 8 deals with the unloading of the order tote.

7.1 Module 1
Module 1, see figure 7.1, deals with the insertion of the corrugated cardboard box into the
CBF. The main problems that are to be addressed with this module and its submodules are
as follows:
-

Managing the wide variability of the incoming corrugated cardboard boxes’
dimensions.
Gripping and maintaining control of the corrugated cardboard box while
transferring it into the CBF.
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Figure 7.1 module 1 overview with incoming corrugated cardboard boxes.
As seen in figure 7.1 module 1 consists of: three linear modules; one linear guide; two
vacuum gripper modules; one inbound conveyor belt; brackets; and support framing.

Figure 7.2 module 1 arrangement of linear modules and linear guide.
In figure 7.2 the arrangement of the linear modules are seen. One of the longer linear
modules, numbered 1 in figure 7.2, is limited in its motion so that it only moves in one
dimension (X), whereas the other longer linear module, numbered 2 in figure 7.2, is placed
on top of a shorter linear module, numbered 3 in figure 7.2, and a linear guide, numbered 4
in figure 7.2, that enables it to move in two dimensions (X and Y).
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Figure 7.3 depicting the variability of the arrangement of the linear modules in module 1 in
relation to the maximum and minimum corrugated cardboard box sizes.
By the utilization of this type of arrangement, as seen in figure 7.2, a wide variety of
corrugated cardboard boxes can be handled. Figure 7.3 shows the maximum and minimum
dimensions of the corrugated cardboard boxes as they are defined in the product
requirement specification, see appendix 2.
Figure 7.4 depicts the submodule for gripping each corrugated cardboard box. This
submodule is attached at the ends of the longer linear modules. It consists of:
-

A longer aluminum profile directly attached to the slider of the linear module.
A shorter aluminum profile perpendicularly oriented to the longer aluminum profile.
A double acting guided pneumatic cylinder with a stroke of at least 175 mm in Zdirection.
A bracket for holding the vacuum suction cup arrangement.
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Figure 7.4 module 1 corrugated cardboard box vacuum gripper.
The two vertically oriented suction cups handle the corrugated cardboard box’s flaps, while
the horizontally oriented suction cup grips the long side of the corrugated cardboard box.
When handling corrugated cardboard with vacuum suction pads there is a few aspects to be
taken into consideration as the corrugated cardboard has certain material properties.
Corrugated cardboard is a porous material, consequently there will be some flow of air
through the material when a vacuum suction cup is applied to its surface. A prevalent
problem arising from this fact is that the vacuum pressure is raised in order to maintain
lifting capabilities, this can damage the handled corrugated cardboard and increase the
consumed energy54. Karbassi argues that the combination of using suction cups as large as
the application allows and a vacuum pressure as low as possible mitigates this problem55.
Further on corrugated cardboard as a material is extremely abrasive 56, which needs to be
addressed in the component choice of suction cup. The suction cup needs to be resistant to
wear and tear.

7.2 Module 2
Module 2, seen in figure 7.5 and 7.6, deals with the locking of previously mentioned
corrugated cardboard box in the CBF. Module 2 is further divided into submodules that
deals with different problems in regards to the locking of the corrugated cardboard box. It is
essential that the corrugated cardboard does not move while the stack is to be transferred
from the order tote. Any movement of the corrugated cardboard box may result in an
54

Josef Karbassi. Handling Corrugated Cardboard with Optimized Pressure-Regulation of Air-Driven
Vacuum Pumps. 2018. https://www.airbestpractices.com/industries/food/handling-corrugated-cardboardoptimized-pressure-regulation-air-driven-vacuum-pumps (Retrieved 2018-05-16)
55
Ibid.
56
Schmalz Inc. Schmalz Vacuum Expertise – Handling Cardboard Boxes with Vacuum Suction Pads. 2009.
https://www.robotics.org/content-detail.cfm/Industrial-Robotics-Tech-Papers/Schmalz-Vacuum-ExpertiseHandling-Cardboard-Boxes-with-Vacuum-Suction-Pads/content_id/1484 (Retrieved 2018-05-16)
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unsuccessful transfer of the stack into the corrugated cardboard box. The colors used in the
figures are only meant to be an assistive tool to be able distinguish the different submodules
from each other and does not fill any other functionality. The grey framing consists of
aluminum profiles ranging from 40x40 to 50x50 mm and sheet metal parts that acts as
partly a rest for the flaps and partly as a steering slots for the red colored submodule.

Figure 7.5 module 2 in its opened state (to the left) and closed state (to the right) with a
maximum (600x400x400) sized corrugated cardboard box.

Figure 7.6 module 2 in its opened state (to the left) and closed state (to the right) with a
minimum (200x150x50) sized corrugated cardboard box.
The blue colored submodule, named flap clamp, deals with the locking of one short side
flap and one long side flap of the corrugated cardboard box after said corrugated cardboard
box has been inserted into the CBF. As seen in figure 7.5 and 7.6 the angled frame is
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operated by a double acting guided pneumatic cylinder, with approximately 125 mm stroke,
that closes or opens the flap clamp. No precise control of these movements are needed as
there only are two end positions that are of interest. The blue colored submodules may be
composed of aluminum profiles and two angled sheet metal parts that are placed on the side
that is in contact with the corrugated cardboard box’s flaps and sides.
The red colored submodules, named flap holder, handles the remaining short side and long
side flaps. This is necessary as the flaps may become a hindrance in the transfer process if
they fall into the order tote, thusly it is necessary to control them. This submodule consists
of: two slender sheet metal parts that travels in slots in the grey submodule; and two
electromechanical cylinders, with approximately 300 mm and 550 mm stroke, that controls
the sheet metal parts relative movement to each other. The slots that the sheet metal parts
travel in enables the travel of an entire xy-plane, only limited by the stroke of the
electromechanical cylinders, as seen when comparing figure 7.5 and 7.6. The sheet metal
parts act as a holder for the remaining flaps, keeping them from falling into the order tote.
The green colored submodule, named clamping mechanism, restrains the corrugated
cardboard box’s bottom from moving upwards or downwards during the transfer process as
well as in the inversion/rotation process. The green submodule consists of: an
electromechanical cylinder; a pair of linear guides; five bent sheet metal parts that restrains
the corrugated cardboard box; and a bent sheet metal back plate that contains the other five
bent sheet metal parts.

7.3 Module 3
Module 3, see figure 7.7, is concerned with the problem of transporting the order tote in a
tilted manner. This have been solved by utilizing a belt conveyor with a number flexible
carriers attached to the belt. The carriers are attached at an angle of 120° measured from the
long side of the conveyor belt. Each row of flexible carriers are separated by a normal
distance of 430 mm to contain the order tote. The placement of the flexible carriers
constrain the order tote in such a way that it is kept tilted throughout the transport process
into the CBF.
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Figure 7.7 module 3 conveyor with order totes (to the left). Linear module pusher
transferring order tote from conveyor to CBF (to the right).
In order to maintain the orientation of the tilted order tote when transferring it from the
conveyor to its designated position in the CBF a linear module, see figure 7.7, with an
approximate stroke of 1500 mm, with an attached pusher has been utilized. The linear
module with the pusher has been positioned in such a position that the pusher is parallel to
the long side of the order tote.

7.4 Module 4
Module 4 handles the locking of the previously mentioned tilted order tote in the CBF. Its
main parts consists of two pneumatic guide cylinders, whereas one cylinder in figure 7.8
has been equipped with a C-shaped bracket that locks the order tote into place. One of the
cylinders in figure 7.8 has been equipped with an L-shaped bracket that only acts as a
hindrance to any lateral movement of the order tote. Both cylinders are attached to the
framework by the use of two larger L-shaped brackets. Both of the guided linear cylinders
have an approximate stroke of 100 mm. As seen in figure 7.8 the locking mechanism
engages at the bottom rim of the order tote, and thusly constraining it from moving
vertically or horizontally.

Figure 7.8 module 4 shown from the bottom of the framework (to the left). Module 4 shown
from the top of the framework with the locking mechanism engaged (to the right).

7.5 Module 5
Module 5 is concerned with the problem of transferring the stack from beneath into the
erected corrugated cardboard box. Module 5 is further divided into three sub modules:
modification of the order tote (module 5.1); design of the loose bottom (module 5.2); and
the mechanism of raising the loose bottom (module 5.3).
7.5.1 Module 5.1
Module 5.1 deals with the necessary modifications of the order tote. This is done to
accommodate the process of raising the loose bottom insert when transferring the stack into
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the erected cardboard box. Module 5.1 is closely related to module 5.3 as they are
dependent on the design of each other.

Figure 7.9 modification of the order tote (to the left). Loose bottom insert (to the right).
As seen in figure 7.9 the modifications needed are four holes, diameter 50 mm, in a
centered 200 by 400 mm pattern. The modifications needed are considered to be simple and
easily implemented. If the modifications are introduced early in the manufacturing process
of the order tote there is a need for the tooling of the order tote to be changed. If the
modifications are introduced when the order tote already has been manufactured there is a
need to create four holes, with the previously mentioned dimensions and in the prescribed
pattern, in the bottom of the order tote. This might be done manually by an operator or via a
dedicated machine, depending on the number of order totes needed to be modified.
7.5.2 Module 5.2
Module 5.2 refers to the design of the loose bottom that is to be inserted into the order tote.
The focus regarding the design of the loose bottom insert is mainly concerned with:
simplicity; and durability. The design of the loose bottom insert, see figure 7.9, is rather
simple as it is a flat plate dimensioned in such a way that it may move relative to the order
tote’s bottom without hindrance, it might however be reinforced by the addition of ribs. The
dimensions of the bottom insert are 395 by 595 by 10 mm. The proposed material is PP as
it is a low-density plastic and fully recyclable. The loose bottom insert may be
manufactured by the means of injection molding.
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7.5.3 Module 5.3
Module 5.3 consists of the following parts: framework (grey in figure 7.10); four linear
guides; one electromechanical cylinder (red in figure 7.10); one moveable platform (blue in
figure 7.10); and four vacuum suctions cups attached to the end of four rods attached to the
moveable platform (seen in figure 7.10).

Figure 7.10 showing the included parts in module 5.3 and the order tote’s position in the
CBF for clarification’s sake (to the left) Arrangement of the vacuum suction cups (to the
right).
The arrangement of the vacuum suction cups, seen in figure 7.10, are meant to secure the
loose bottom insert by the means of the vacuum suction cups. This serves the purpose of
mitigating the risk of the loose bottom insert giving rise to the drawer effect when it is
being raised upwards in the transfer process. The vacuum suction cups are also supposed to
keep the loose bottom insert from moving in an unwanted manner.

7.6 Module 6
The shaft shown in figure 7.11 has not been dimensioned for the transmitted torque and the
bending moments, as the developed concept is of low level detail. Whenever the concept is
further developed, with the prescribed material and chosen components, the external loads
and the moment of inertia of the entire CBF’s platform will be more appropriate and thusly
the dimensioning of the shaft and the assessment of the torque needed will possible to do.
The input shaft may be driven by a servo motor connected by chain-drive so that the motor
may be placed in an appropriate position, not interfering with any other part of the system.
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Figure 7.11 showing the input shaft of the CBF platform (to the left). The axle housing with
the locking device (to the right).
The dimensioning of the shaft may be done, as previously noted whenever material and
components have been specified.
The shaft is locked by the use of a locking device, see figure 7.11, so that the platform will
rotate with the shaft’s rotation. The shaft rests in a pair of spherical bearing that facilitate
the rotational motion. The spherical bearings are insensitive to any minor misalignment that
may arise from e.g.: the bending of the shaft.
The use of a shaft locking device may be beneficial, in comparison to keyed connections, in
several aspects: there is no backlash due to fit tolerances; and no impact effect when the
CBF reverses.

7.7 Module 7
Module 7 is concerned with the problem of unloading the corrugated cardboard box with
the transferred stack onto an outbound conveyor. The main parts are: a linear module, with
an approximate stroke of 1500 mm, with an attached pusher; and a conveyor that is able to
tilt. Figure 7.12 shows the CBF in its rotated/inverted state before the unloading process of
the corrugated cardboard box has been initiated, note the downwards tilt of the conveyor.
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Figure 7.12 showing the CBF initial position in the unloading process of the corrugated
cardboard box.

Figure 7.13 showing the CBF while unloading the corrugated cardboard box (to the left).
The CBF with the corrugated cardboard box traveling outbound on the conveyor (to the
right).
When the corrugated cardboard box is to be unloaded it is moved downwards by loosening
the clamping mechanism, the flap clamp, and the flap holder, see module 2 and figure 7.13.
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When the clamping mechanism, the flap clamp, and the flap holder has moved to its end
position the conveyor tilts upwards so that it is parallel to the corrugated cardboard box’s
bottom. After that the linear module with the pusher engages and pushes the corrugated
cardboard box onto the conveyor. The corrugated cardboard box then travels outbound, as
seen in figure 7.13, by the utilization of the conveyor.

7.8 Module 8
Module 8 deals with the unloading of the order tote and consists of the following parts: a
linear module with an attached pusher; and a conveyor. The linear module’s pusher is
positioned in such a way that it is parallel to the long side of the order tote when the CBF’s
platform has rotated so that it is parallel to the outbound conveyor belt. The approximate
stroke of the linear module is 2000 mm.

Figure 7.14 showing the unloading of the order tote from the CBF.
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8. Final Concept
This chapter will present the final concept and how the different modules that previously
have been presented in chapter 7 will interact with each other. The final concept’s working
principle will be presented in a sequential fashion in section 8.1. Suggestions to the design
of the CBF’s platform and frame will be presented in terms of components and suggested
manufacturing method. An approximation of the cycle time will be presented as well in the
following section 8.2.

8.1 Overview and Working Principle
In order to make sense of the previously presented modules and how they interact with each
other a sequential order of how the final concept is supposed to function is presented
below:
1. The picking of the order tote is finished and the stack of goods is created against the
prescribed tilt corner. The order tote is placed in a tilted manner, along the flexible
carriers, on the conveyor belt that is inbound towards the CBF. The placement of
the order tote on the conveyor belt acts as a buffer zone while measurements are
taken and the corrugated cardboard box is printed.
2. Measurements of the stack inside the order tote are taken.
3. A corrugated cardboard box is printed, in the matter of seconds depending on its
specific size, according to the taken measurements.
4. The CBF is positioned in its nominal position that occurs when the platform is
parallel to the bottom plane.
5. The printed corrugated cardboard box is placed into the CBF, see module 1 section
7.1, and locked into place, see module 2 section 7.2.
a. The flap clamp are positioned in their top position.
b. The clamping mechanism is positioned in its top position.
c. The flap holders are positioned so that the corrugated cardboard box’s flaps
are held up and kept from falling into the order tote.
d. The flap clamps locks the flaps in place.
e. The clamping mechanism locks the corrugated cardboard box’s bottom into
place.
6. The CBF rotates in order to receive the incoming order tote, see module 6 section
7.6.
a. The pusher module on the incoming side facilitates the transfer of the order
tote from the conveyor belt into the correct position in the CBF, see module
3 section 7.3.
7. The CBF locks the order tote in place, see module 4 section 7.4.
a. The pneumatic guided cylinders engages and locks the order tote in place.
8. The mechanism for raising the loose bottom, see module 5 section 7.5, is engaged
and the stack is transferred from the order tote into the cardboard box.
9. The CBF rotates in order to release the corrugated cardboard box in a non-inverted
way.
10. The CBF releases the cardboard box, see module 7 section 7.7.
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a. The flap clamp stop their engagement and are positioned in their top
position.
b. The clamping mechanism is positioned in its top position.
c. The outbound conveyor tilts upwards so that it is parallel with the bottom of
the corrugated cardboard box.
d. A linear module with an attached pusher transfers the cardboard box to an
outbound conveyor.
11. The CBF rotates backward to a position where the platform is parallel to the
outbound conveyor.
12. A linear module with an attached pusher transfers the order tote onto an outbound
conveyor, see module 8 section 7.8.
13. While step 12 occurs step 5 is initiated and carried out, and thusly the process has
been looped.

Figure 8.1 overview of the final concept and the flows of the order totes (OT) respectively
the corrugated cardboard boxes (CCB).
All of the framing seen in the final concept are suggested to be composed of aluminum
profiles, however the CAD model shows a simplified geometry. Aluminum profiles, see
example of an aluminum profile in figure 7.4, are a highly adjustable and light weight
option when considering building frames as compared to building an entire frame work of
square hollow sections of steel. The aluminum profiles will also have the advantage of not
being at risk of welding induced deflections, which may be a significant problem when
dealing with several relative motions in the CBF as it may affect the parallelism of certain
components.
The sheet metal plate of the CBF’s platform, see figure 7.8, and the sheet metal part of
module 2, see figure 7.6, may be manufactured by the means of plasma or water jet cutting
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in order to achieve position accuracy for intended slots and holes. With the means of using
water jet, tolerances of ±0,1 mm may be achieved 58.

8.2 Cycle Time Approximation
As no specific component choice has been made during the conceptual development of the
CBF system this section will only approximate the cycle time with technical data from
possible component choices. The components chosen for the cycle time approximation are
as follows:
The electromechanical cylinders will utilize the technical data from the component SKF
CASM-4059, which is a high performance linear actuator with strokes ranging from 100
mm to 600 mm and a max speed up to 825 mm/s at full load. The cylinder has a max
dynamic force and static force of 2375 N. This component will illustrate the functionality
of all of the electromechanical cylinders described in chapter 7.
The pneumatic guided cylinders will utilize the technical data from the Airtec LX series 60,
which is a double acting cylinder. The strokes in the concept range from 100 mm to 150
mm. The cylinder has a max operating speed of 500 mm/s. This component will illustrate
the functionality of all of the pneumatic guided cylinders described in chapter 7.
The linear modules will utilize the technical data from the Rollco RHL80 61. In the concept
the stroke varies between 1190 mm to 2000 mm. The linear module has a max speed up to
2500 mm/s. The maximum traction load is 600 N. This type of component will illustrate the
functionality of all of the linear modules described in chapter 7.
In the approximation of the cycle time it is assumed that a maximum sized corrugated
cardboard box is being filled during this specific cycle. Further notes regarding the
approximation is that the grip and release action of the vacuum has been approximated to
take 1 second. Regarding the inbound conveyor belt and rotation of the CBF’s platform
actions, these have been approximated in the same way as the vacuum gripper. All the
measurement regarding stroke lengths or rotation have been taken directly from the cad
model. The steps presented below, in table 8.1, are presented in the intended sequence that
the CBF is supposed to function.
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Table 8.1 Cycle time approximation.
Step Action
Speed Stroke or rotation
[mm/s] needed [mm] or
[°]
1
X-positioning of first linear
2500
350
module in module 1.
2
Y-positioning of first linear
2500
450
module in module 1
3
Y-positioning of second
2500
150
linear module in module 1.
4
Z-positioning of first
500
10
vacuum gripper in module 1.
5
Z-positioning of second
500
10
vacuum gripper in module 1.
6
Gripping corrugated
N/a
N/a
cardboard box with vacuum
gripper in module 1.
7
Z-positioning of vacuum
500
10
grippers.
8
Positioning of first and
2500
1500
second linear modules into
CBF.
9
Z-positioning of vacuum
500
150
grippers in CBF.
10
Engaging flap clamp, flap
825
50
holder, and clamping
mechanism, see module 2, to
lock corrugated cardboard
box.
11
Releasing vacuum gripper.
N/a
N/a
12
Positioning linear modules,
2500
1500
see module 1, in its nominal
position.
13
Rotating CBF platform to a
N/a
30°
position parallel to inbound
order tote conveyor.
14
Inbound order tote conveyor N/a
900
transporting order tote into
CBF in module
15
Inbound order tote pusher,
2500
1190
see module 3, engages.
16
Engaging order tote locking 500
100
mechanism, see module 4.
17
Raising loose bottom insert, 825
400
see module 5, and thusly
transferring stack from order
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Time
[s]
0,14

Simultaneous
as previous
action [Y/N]
Y

0,18

Y

0,06

Y

0,02

N

0,02

Y

1

N

0,02

N

0,6

N

0,3

N

0,06

Y

1
0,6

N
N

1

N

1

Y

0,476

Y

0,2

N

0,48

N
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18

19

20

21

22

23

24
25

26

tote to corrugated cardboard
box.
Rotating CBF platform to a
position whereas the bottom
of corrugated cardboard box
is parallel to outbound tilt
conveyor.
Tilting outbound conveyor,
see module 7, so that it is
parallel to bottom of
corrugated cardboard box.
Loosening flap clamp and
clamping mechanism, see
module 2.
Engaging corrugated
cardboard box outbound
pusher, see module 7.
Positioning corrugated
cardboard box outbound
pusher, see module 7, in its
nominal position.
Rotating CBF platform to a
position where it is parallel
to the outbound order tote
conveyor.
Loosening order tote locking
mechanism, see module 4.
Engaging outbound order
tote pusher module, see
module 8.
Positioning outbound order
tote pusher module, see
module 8, in its nominal
position.

N/a

150°

1

N

N/a

10°

1

N

825

50

0,06

Y

2500

650

0,26

N

2500

650

0,26

N

N/a

180°

1

N

500

100

0,2

N

2500

2000

0,8

N

2500

2000

0,8

N

Given the accumulated times in table 8.1 it is found that the cycle time is 12,536 seconds.
This calculated number is optimistic in its approximation as all of the components are
driven at their max speed. It should be noted that this is not desirable at all times as the high
speeds may inflict damage to: the order tote; the corrugated cardboard box; or the handled
goods.

8.3 Weight Handling Approximation
As no specific component choice or proper dimensioning have been made during the
conceptual development of the CBF system this section will only approximate the weight
handling capabilities by the use of technical data from possible component choices.
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Addressing module 2 that needs to equipped with an electromechanical cylinder to both
move and restrain its clamping mechanism. Concerning module 5 that needs to raise the
loose bottom insert it also needs to be equipped with an electromechanical cylinder. Both
modules may use the same electromechanical cylinder as proposed in section 8.2 as similar
loads are applied. Thusly the electromechanical cylinder is capable of a maximum dynamic
force and static force of 2375 N. Given that 25 kg, which equals 245,5 N of static force, is
specified as the maximum weight to handle it is assumed that the use of the proposed
electromechanical cylinders will fulfill the specified maximum weight to handle.
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9. Evaluation
This chapter will address the evaluation of the final concept against the previously
developed product requirement specification, see appendix 2.
The product requirement specification, see appendix 2, is divided into 11 different sections.
The evaluation of the developed concept will follow the method stated in section 1.3.5. The
evaluation will follow the same sequential structure as the product requirement
specification. Since the developed concept is of low-level detail it will be impossible to
evaluate it against certain parts of the product requirement specification. The sections
affected by this in the product requirement specification, see appendix 2, are as follows:
-

-

-

-

3.1.1.1.1 The products should be able to handle object class 1, objects that are
compressible and/or soft, described in appendix 5.1.1.
3.1.1.1.2 The products should be able to handle object class 2, objects that are
incompressible and/or hard, described in appendix 5.1.2.
3.1.1.1.3 The products should be able to handle object class 3, objects that have a
shape that may be considered as regular and easily packed, described in appendix
5.1.3.
3.1.1.1.4 The products should be able to handle object class 4, objects that have a
shape that may be considered as regular but not easily packed, described in
appendix 5.1.4.
3.1.1.1.5. The products should be able to handle object class 5, objects that have a
shape that may be considered as irregular, described in appendix 5.1.5.
3.1.1.2.1 The product shall keep the stack stable through the transfer.
3.1.3.1 Selection of material, graphical profile, and shape shall be conducted in such
a way that it corresponds with Packsize Technologies product line [binary].
3.2.1 The product shall be equipped with a test sequence [binary].
3.6.1.1 The product shall be designed according to the standard Safety of machinery
– General principles for design – Risk assessment and risk reduction (ISO
12100:2010) [binary].
3.6.1.2 The product shall be designed so that it conforms to CE marking [binary].
3.6.2.1 The product shall withstand 10,000,000 cycles [quantity].
3.6.3.1 A volume percentage of 50 % of the components that the product consists of
shall be recyclable or reuseable [%].
3.7.1.1 The product shall cost no more than 500,000 sek [sek].
3.7.3 Environmental Requirements.

In regards to 3.1.3.1, and 3.6.3.1 it cannot be evaluated due to the material not being chosen
for the developed concept, consequently the material will be chosen in a further
development of the concept involving dimensioning of each module. Concerning 3.2.1,
3.6.1.1, and 3.6.1.2 it cannot be evaluated due to it being out of scope for this thesis work.
Dealing with section 3.7.1.1 it is assumed that the low-level detailing of the concept makes
it difficult to enable a sensible economic approximation, as neither material nor
components have been specified. In regards to the last section 3.7.3 and 3.6.2.1 will not be
able to be evaluated as material or components have not been chosen for the concept.
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Given the previous paragraph what will be evaluated, following the structure of the product
requirement specification, are as follows:
- Functional requirements.
- Service functions.
- Requirement regarding external interfaces.
- Performance requirements.
- Features

9.1 Functional Requirements
Section 3.1.1.1 in the product requirement specification, see appendix 2, states that the
product shall handle a wide variety of packaged objects. Given what is presented in chapter
7 and 8 it may be asserted that the product is capable of handling a wide variety of
packaged objects. Since a loose bottom insert is used in the order tote and that the stack is
pushed into the corrugated cardboard box from below it may be argued that section 3.1.1.1
in the product requirement specification is fulfilled.
Section 3.1.1.1.1 thru 3.1.1.1.5 in the product requirement specification cannot be evaluated
thoroughly by just the use of a CAD model as it would require physical testing with the
actual objects in a mock-up of concept to gain any knowledge regarding this.
In regards to section 3.1.1.2 in the product requirement specification, see appendix 2, it is
argued that the specification is fulfilled as the CBF, see chapter 7 and 8, is proposed to
handle a pre-stacked heap of goods.
Addressing section 3.1.1.2.1 in the product requirement specification, see appendix 2, it
cannot thoroughly be evaluated how stable the stack is being kept throughout the entire
transfer process. While the stack is in the order tote it will experience accelerations and
decelerations on the conveyor and while being transferred into the CBF, this might result in
the stack becoming unstable. Furthermore while the loose bottom insert is being raised, to
facilitate the transfer of the stack into the corrugated cardboard box, it may influence the
stack’s stability in a negative way. As with 3.1.1.1.1 thru 3.1.1.1.5 this section may be
evaluated with a mock-up.
Concerning section 3.1.1.3 in the product requirement specification, see appendix 2, that
states that the product shall transfer the stacked objects into an erected corrugated
cardboard box it is asserted that this specification is fulfilled, given its proposed working
principle in chapter 8.
Regarding the CBF’s ability to handle objects where the dimensions of the objects stacked
may vary between the dimensions of 200x150x50 and 600x400x400, see 3.1.1.4 in the
product requirement specification. Given the capabilities of mainly: module 1 section 7.1;
module 2 section 7.2; and module 8 section 7.8 it is considered that the CBF’s ability to
handle the wide variety of dimensions attributed to the stack and the corrugated cardboard
box is good.
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Section 3.1.1.5 in the product requirement specification states that the product shall be able
to handle the objects without inflicting any damage to the objects. Given the proposed
working principle, see section 8.1 final concept, of the transferring process from order tote
to the corrugated cardboard box, it is assessed that by using smooth movements by the
actuators and maintaining correct positioning and locking of said corrugated cardboard box
that no damage will be inflicted.

Figure 9.1 the footprint of the entire CBF system with inbound and outbound conveyors
included and excluded.
In regards to the footprint size, see 3.1.2.1 in product requirement specification, of the
entire CBF system with inbound and outbound conveyors it exceed the prescribed
maximum size in the product requirement specification, which states that the maximum
footprint is 20 m2. The calculated footprint size of the entire CBF system is 29.9 m 2, it is
thusly 49 % larger than prescribed. If the inbound and outbound conveyors are excluded the
footprint is 23.4 m2, only 17 % larger than what the specification prescribe. The CBF does
not fulfill the product requirement specification in terms of its footprint.

9.2 Service Functions
In regards to the service functions specified in the product requirement specification, see
appendix 2, there is only section 3.2.2 to be evaluated. Section 3.2.2 in appendix 2 states
that no special tools shall be needed to replace any components. In terms of the current
level of detail of the final concept, see chapter 7 and 8, it can be determined that no special
tools are needed for any replacement of any component.

9.3 Requirements Regarding External Interfaces
Regarding section 3.3.3.1 in the product requirement specification, see appendix 2, it is
stated that the initial placement of the stack shall be directed by visual cues. Given the form
of the inbound conveyor, see module 3 section 7.3, it is assumed that the initial placement
of the stack is evident given the tilt corner that occurs in the placement of the order tote on
the inbound conveyor.
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9.4 Performance Requirements
Section 3.4.1 in the product requirement specification, see appendix 2, states that the
product shall be able to perform a cycle, positioning and transferring of the objects into the
erected corrugated cardboard box, in less than 20 seconds. In section 8.2 it is found that the
approximate cycle time is 12,536 seconds.
Section 3.4.2 in the product requirement specification, see appendix 2, states that the
product shall be able to handle objects with a total maximum weight of 25 kg. The modules
2 and 5, see chapter 7, are the most critical in regards to this section of the product
requirement specification. Given what is presented in section 8.3 it may be argued that this
specification is fulfilled.

9.5 Features
In regards to section 3.6.2.2 and 3.6.2.3 in the product requirement specification, see
appendix 2, it is determined by: the form; the openness; and as well as the modular
structure of the final concept that it will facilitate any service or replacement of wear and
tear components.
Section 3.6.3.2 in the product requirement specification, see appendix 2, states that the
product shall be designed in such a way that energy efficiency is prioritized. Given that no
specific component choices have been made in this thesis work this cannot be evaluated
thoroughly, however it may be of interest to note that the majority of the cylinders and
linear modules in the cad model are of electric type and it can thusly be argued that this
specification has been fulfilled. Regarding energy efficiency electrical actuator are found to
be more energy efficient than pneumatic actuators62.

9.6 Other Requirement
This section will only deal with section 3.7.3.5 in the product requirement specification,
due to the reasons previously listed in chapter 9. What here is meant by a standardized
shipping container in is a 20’ container63, with minimum interior dimensions
5,867x2,330x2,350 m (length x width x height). The internal volume of the standardized
shipping container is therefore 33,1 m3. Given the modular structure of the final concept it
is determined by measurements taken from the cad model that it will fit into a standardized
shipping container when disassembled into parts. The CBF will not fit in a standardized
shipping container as a whole as its height, 2518 mm, exceeds the interior dimensions of
the shipping container.
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Bill Nevills. Weighing Pneumatic Actuators Against Electric. 2017.
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Hapag-Lloyd. Container Specification. 2009.
http://www.sosglobal.eu/files/inhalte/Container_Specificatio-1.pdf (Retrieved 2018-05-17)
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9.7 Summary of Evaluation
In order to summarize the evaluation it is found that the final concept fulfill the product
requirement specification in terms of the following sections:
-

3.1.1.1 The product shall handle a wide variety of packaged objects.
3.1.1.2 The product shall handle a pre-stacked heap of goods.
3.1.1.3 The product shall transfer the stacked objects into an erected corrugated
cardboard box.
3.1.1.4 The product shall handle object where the dimensions of the objects stacked
may vary between 200x150x50 and 600x400x400 mm.
3.2.2 No special tools shall be needed to replace any component.
3.3.3.1 The initial placement of the stack shall be directed by visual cues.
3.4.1 The product shall be able to perform a cycle, positioning and transferring of
the objects into the erected corrugated cardboard box, in less than 20 seconds.
3.4.2 The product shall be able to handle objects with a total maximum weight of 25
kg.
3.2.2 No special tools shall be needed to replace any component.
3.6.2.2 The product shall be designed in such a way that service is facilitated.
3.6.2.3 Wear and tear components shall be easily accessed and easily replaced.
3.6.3.2 The product shall be designed in such a way that energy efficiency is
prioritized.
3.7.3.5 The product shall be able to fit as a whole or as parts in a standardized
shipping container.

The product requirement specification sections that the final concept did not fulfill are as
follows:
-

3.1.2.1 The product shall have a maximum footprint of 20 m2.

The product requirement specification sections that were not evaluated was given in the
introductory remarks in chapter 9. It is evident that the evaluation of the final concept
against the product requirement specification is inconclusive. The resulting
inconclusiveness may have several causes. The causes may be: a too rigidly written product
requirement specification; and the need for physical testing of a mock-up to evaluate its
functional requirements. This leads to the assessment that the final concept does not fulfill
the product requirement specification.
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10. Discussion
What has been achieved in this thesis work is not a detailed concept but rather a suggested
conceptual new development of an automated apparatus that is meant to be transferring a
stack of goods from an order tote into an erected corrugated cardboard box, where the
dimensions of said stack and corrugated cardboard boxes may vary within a specified
interval. What has been previously presented in chapter 7 and 8 shows the modules
composing the system and its suggested working principle.
Given that limited time span of this thesis work it may asserted that developed concept is a
good foundation for further development in connection to the problem formulation,
however physical testing and further evaluation are needed in order to validate its proposed
working principle that is presented in chapter 8.
If this concept would be further developed into a working product that may be implemented
in e.g. an order fulfillment center it would mean that the level of automation in the
packaging process would be heightened as well as a load alleviation of the operators that
are doing the work manually today would be achieved. Given previous statement it would
mean that problems associated with the manual labor of transferring goods into corrugated
cardboard boxes would be addressed.
The commissioning body of the thesis work have initially seemed unclear regarding what
they wanted to be developed. The initial scope presented by PACKSIZE Technologies AB
was too wide to be able to handle in the prescribed time span, consequently the scope was
limited to only enclose the transfer of a stack of goods in an order tote into a corrugated
cardboard container.
In hindsight it may be argued that the user and product requirement specifications, see
appendix 1 and 2, have been relatively tightly written for them to be appropriate in a
conceptual new development project as this thesis work has been. Given the tightly written
specifications it has given rise to the inconclusive evaluation, see chapter 9. It would have
been more beneficial to the thesis work to have strictly been focusing on the functionality
of the concept in terms of specifications.
The use of the theory regarding concept generation that is presented by Ulrich and
Eppinger, see section 2.1, has been of great importance in this thesis work. Without the use
of a structured method, and especially functional decomposition of problems, the
complexity of the problem to be solved would have been too great.
The limitations and weaknesses of the work is the general low level of detail. As the idiom
goes the devil is in the details. The conceptual work that has been done serves the purpose
of illustrating a working principle for the concept. However whenever one dives further
down into a more detailed concept one may expect to discover new problems that needs to
be addressed. This problem became evident between the initial concept development and
when the chosen concept were to be further developed. A wide range of new problem arise
with the increased level of detail. Thusly it may be assumed that an even further
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development of the concept would unveil new problems regarding the concept’s
functionality.
Another difficulty associated with developing entirely new products that has no apparent
solution available on the market is that concept generation is highly time-consuming. Given
the limited time span of this thesis work it can be argued that the low level of detail of the
concept is reasonable given the number of modules.
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11. Conclusion
The conclusion that can be drawn when considering the thesis works’ objectives, given in
section 1.3, which stated that the thesis work aimed to conceptually develop a novel way of
filling pre-stacked objects into erected corrugated cardboard boxes automatically, is that the
thesis work has been successful in that a concept has been developed. Further on a CADmodel of the concept has also been created as prescribed in the thesis works’ objectives.
However, the inconclusive evaluation showed that the developed concept did not fulfill the
product requirement specification. It should be taken as an indication that further
development of the concept is needed in order to conduct a conclusive evaluation.
Nevertheless the final concept has merits in its novel working principle that would be
worthwhile exploring.

11.1 Recommendations and Suggestions
If PACKSIZE Technologies AB would find it viable to further develop this concept the
initial recommendation would be to design a physical mock-up of the most crucial parts of
the concept. The step that is considered to be the most crucial is the transferring process of
the stack into the corrugated cardboard box. If this step can be validated in its proposed
functionality it would be of great importance for the argument of further development of
the proposed final concept.
It is recommended that any further development of this concept should address its
complexity as well as the utilization rate of the concept. In regards to the complexity it is
thought that the functionality of some modules may be integrated into each other, so that
the overall complexity of the system is reduced. Concerning the utilization rate of the
concept it is sought after to have an apparatus that has a type of continuous flow in its
working principle rather than a sequential step by step process. What is sought after here is
that several modules may work at the same time, thusly heightening the utilization rate of
the concept.
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1. Abstract
This document contains the general user requirement for the project cardboard box filler
(CBF). These requirements are supposed to act as input for the concept generation process.
This requirement specification consists of two parts. The first part gives a general
description of the product to be developed in this project. This part does not contain any
requirements and only serves the purpose of gaining an understanding of the product. The
second part contains all of the specified user requirements of the product.
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2. General Description
2.1 Interface
The CBFs’ fundamental concept shall be able to automatically transfer a wide variety
objects that are stacked into an erected cardboard box. The utilization of the CBF is
preceded by a process of stacking:
The stacking process is as follows:
1. The picking process in the OFC finishes and the order tote or tray arrives to the packaging
station.
2. A person or a robot stacks the objects that the order consists of.
3. Measurements of the stacked objects are taken.
4. A cardboard box is printed in accordance to the dimensions taken in step 3.
5. The stack is transferred to the handling area of the CBF.
6. The CBF transfers the stack into an erected cardboard box.

2.2 Functions
The CBF shall be able to accommodate for wide variety of objects in respect to:
dimensions; weight; and shape.

2.3 Users
Users are dedicated personnel at an OFC.

2.4 Limitations
N/a.

2.5 Assumptions and dependencies
In an initial phase of the project several different concepts are to be developed. Following
this phase the different concepts are to be evaluated and the most promising concept/s are
chosen for further development.

2.6 Definitions
Term
CBF
OFC
N/A
TBD

Explanation
Cardboard Box Filler
Order Fulfillment Center
Not applicable
To be determined
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3. Specific Requirements
3.1 Functional Requirements
3.1.1 Functionality
3.1.1.1
The product shall handle a wide variety of packaged objects.
3.1.1.2
The product shall handle a stack of goods.
3.1.1.2.1 The product shall keep the stack stable through the transfer.
3.1.1.3
The product shall transfer the stacked objects in to an erected cardboard box.
3.1.1.4
The product shall handle objects where the dimensions of the objects stacked
may vary between 200x150x50 and 600x400x400 [mm].
3.1.1.5
The product shall be able to handle the objects without inflicting any damage
to the objects.
3.1.2 Size
3.1.2.1 The product cannot have a too large footprint.
3.1.3 Material and shape
3.1.3.1 Selection of material, graphical profile, and shape shall be conducted in such a
way that it corresponds with Packsize Technologies product line.
3.1.4 Program Storage
N/a.
3.1.5 Electricity Supply
N/a.
3.2 Service Functions
3.2.1
The product’s functionality shall be easily tested after assembly.
3.2.2
The product cannot have a too complex design.
3.2.3
Replacing spare parts shall be easily done.

3.3 Requirements Regarding External Interfaces
3.3.1 User Interface
3.3.3.1 The placement of the stack within the CBF’s handling area shall be unequivocal.
3.3.2 Mechanical Interface
N/a.
3.3.3 Hardware Interface
N/a.
3.3.4 Software Interface
N/a.
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3.3.5 Communication Interface
N/a.
3.4 Performance Requirements
3.4.1
The product shall be able to perform a cycle, positioning and transferring of the
objects into the erected cardboard box, in less than 20 seconds [s].
3.4.2
The product shall be able to handle objects with a total maximum weight of 25
[kg].

3.5 Design Limitations
N/a

3.6 Features
3.6.1 Safety
3.6.1.1 The product shall be safe for the user.
3.6.2 Serviceability
3.6.2.1 The product shall have adequate longevity.
3.6.2.2 Service shall be conducted yearly.
3.6.2.3 All components exposed to wear and tear shall be replaceable by service
technicians.
3.6.3 Environmental Impact
3.6.3.1 The product shall be designed in such a way that it facilitates recycling and
reuse.
3.6.3.2 The product shall be designed in such a way that energy efficiency is prioritized.

3.7 Other Requirements
3.7.1 Economy
3.7.1.1 The product shall cost less than 500000 sek.
3.7.2 Documentation
N/a.
3.7.3 Environmental Requirements
3.7.3.1 The product shall be able to be stored in a variety of environments.
3.7.3.2 The product shall be able to be stored for an extended period of time before
deployment.
3.7.3.3 The product shall during transport be able to withstand a variety of
environments.
3.7.3.4 The product shall during deployment be able to withstand a variety of
environments.
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3.7.3.5 The product shall be able to ship by container.
3.7.4 Governmental Regulations
N/a.
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4. Documentation
4.1 Description of versions
Version
01
02
03
04
05
FINAL

Revised by - Date
Tobias Nordstedt 2018-0321
Tobias Nordstedt 2018-0321
Tobias Nordstedt 2018-0323
Tobias Nordstedt 2018-0323
Tobias Nordstedt 2018-0403
Tobias Nordstedt 2018-0515

4.2 Distribution
Printed copies:
N/A

4.3 References
-

Comment
First version.
Minor changes, spelling errors etc.
Deleted singulation part.
Revision after specification review.
Moved definition of terms from part 4 to part 2.
Spelling errors in appendix. Removed typos.
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1. Abstract
This document contains the product requirement for the project cardboard box filler (CBF).
These requirements are supposed to act as input for the concept generation process.
This requirement specification consists of two parts. The first part gives a general
description of the product to be developed in this project. This part does not contain any
requirements and only serves the purpose of gaining an understanding of the product. The
second part contains all of the specified product requirements of the product in different
aspects.
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2. General Description
2.1 Interface
The CBFs’ fundamental concept shall be able to automatically transfer a wide variety
objects that are stacked into an erected corrugated cardboard box. The utilization of the
CBF is preceded by a process of stacking:
The stacking process is as follows:
7. The picking process in the OFC finishes and the order tote or tray arrives to the packaging
station.
8. A person or a robot stacks the objects that the order consists of.
9. Measurements of the stacked objects are taken.
10. A corrugated cardboard box is printed in accordance to the dimensions taken in step 3.
11. The stack is transferred to the handling area of the CBF.
12. The CBF transfers the stack into an erected corrugated cardboard box.

2.2 Functions
The CBF shall be able to accommodate for wide variety of objects in respect to:
dimensions; weight; and shape.

2.3 Users
Users are dedicated personnel at an OFC.

2.4 Limitations
N/a.

2.5 Assumptions and dependencies
In an initial phase of the project several different concepts are to be developed. Following
this phase the different concepts are to be evaluated and the most promising concept/s are
chosen for further development.

2.6 Definitions
Term
CBF
OFC
N/A
TBD

Explanation
Cardboard Box Filler
Order Fulfillment Center
Not applicable
To be determined
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3. Specific Requirements
3.1 Functional Requirements
3.1.1 Functionality
3.1.1.1
The product shall handle a wide variety of packaged objects.
3.1.1.1.1 The products should be able to handle object class 1, objects that are
compressible and/or soft, described in appendix 5.1.1.
3.1.1.1.2 The products should be able to handle object class 2, objects that are
incompressible and/or hard, described in appendix 5.1.2.
3.1.1.1.3 The products should be able to handle object class 3, objects that have a shape
that may be considered as regular and easily packed, described in appendix
5.1.3.
3.1.1.1.4 The products should be able to handle object class 4, objects that have a shape
that may be considered as regular but not easily packed, described in appendix
5.1.4.
3.1.1.1.5 The products should be able to handle object class 5, objects that have a shape
that may be considered as irregular, described in appendix 5.1.5.
3.1.1.2
The product shall handle a pre-stacked heap of goods.
3.1.1.2.1 The product shall keep the stack stable through the transfer.
3.1.1.3
The product shall transfer the stacked objects into an erected corrugated
cardboard box.
3.1.1.4
The product shall handle objects where the dimensions of the objects stacked
may vary between 200x150x50 and 600x400x400 [mm].
3.1.1.5
The product shall be able to handle the objects without inflicting any damage
to the objects.
3.1.2 Size
3.1.2.1 The product shall have a maximum footprint of 20 m 2.
3.1.3 Material and shape
3.1.3.1 Selection of material, graphical profile, and shape shall be conducted in such a
way that it corresponds with Packsize Technologies product line [binary].
3.1.4 Program Storage
N/a.
3.1.5 Electricity Supply
N/a.
3.2 Service Functions
3.2.1
The product shall be equipped with a test sequence [binary].
3.2.2
No special tools shall be needed to replace any component [binary].
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3.3 Requirements Regarding External Interfaces
3.3.1 User Interface
3.3.3.1 The initial placement of the stack shall be directed by visual cues [binary].
3.3.2 Mechanical Interface
N/a.
3.3.3 Hardware Interface
N/a.
3.3.4 Software Interface
N/a.
3.3.5 Communication Interface
N/a.
3.4 Performance Requirements
3.4.1
The product shall be able to perform a cycle, positioning and transferring of the
objects into the erected corrugated cardboard box, in less than 20 seconds [s].
3.4.2
The product shall be able to handle objects with a total maximum weight of 25
[kg].

3.5 Design Limitations
N/a

3.6 Features
3.6.1 Safety
3.6.1.1 The product shall be designed according to the standard Safety of machinery General principles for design - Risk assessment and risk reduction (ISO
12100:2010) [binary].
3.6.1.2 The product shall be designed so that it conforms to CE marking [binary].
3.6.2 Serviceability
3.6.2.1 The product shall withstand 10000000 cycles [quantity].
3.6.2.2 The product shall be designed in such a way that service is facilitated [binary].
3.6.2.3 Wear and tear components shall be easily accessed and easily replaced [binary].
3.6.3 Environmental Impact
3.6.3.1 A volume percentage of 50 % of the components that the product consists of
shall be recyclable or reusable [%].
3.6.3.2 The product shall be designed in such a way that energy efficiency is prioritized
[binary].
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3.7 Other Requirements
3.7.1 Economy
3.7.1.1 The product shall cost no more than 500000 sek [sek].
3.7.2 Documentation
N/a.
3.7.3 Environmental Requirements
3.7.3.1 The product shall under storage be able to withstand a temperature range
between -10 - +60 [ oC], with a humidity ranging from 5-85 % [%].
3.7.3.2 The product shall be able to be stored for 9000 hours [h] before deployment.
3.7.3.3 The product shall during transport be able to withstand a temperature range
between -20 - +80 [ oC], with a humidity ranging from <95 % [%].
3.7.3.4 The product shall during deployment be able to withstand a temperature range
between +10 - +60 [ oC], with a humidity ranging from 5-100 % [%].
3.7.3.5 The product shall be able to fit as a whole or as parts in a standardized shipping
container [binary].
3.7.4 Governmental Regulations
N/a.
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4. Documentation
4.1 Description of versions
Version
01
02
03
04
FINAL

Revised by – Date
Tobias Nordstedt 2018-0322
Tobias Nordstedt 2018-0323
Tobias Nordstedt 2018-0326
Tobias Nordstedt 2018-0403
Tobias Nordstedt 2018-0514

4.2 Distribution
Printed copies:
N/A

4.3 References
-

Comment
First version.
Deleted singulation part.
Revision after first review meeting. Appendix
added.
Moved definition of terms from part 4 to part 2.
Spelling errors in appendix. Removed typos.
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5. Appendix
5.1 Reference objects
Several of the objects presented in this segment may fall into several different class, e.g. the
jug in object class 2 may belong to at least 2 different object classes, 2 and 5. Consequently
the different object classes serve the purpose of acting as a guidance to what type of
characteristics of the objects that may dealt with.
5.1.1 Object Class 1
Object class 1 is meant to represent a range of objects that are compressible and/or soft.

Images 5.1.1.1 through 5.1.1.3 describe objects (yarn, blanket, socks) that are
characterized as compressible and/or soft.
5.1.2 Object Class 2
Object class 2 is meant to represent a range of objects that are incompressible and/or hard.

Images 5.1.2.1 through 5.1.2.3 describe objects (jar, jug, pressurized canister) that are
characterized as incompressible and/or hard.
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5.1.3 Object Class 3
Object class 3 is meant to represent a range of objects that have a shape that may be
considered as regular and easily stacked.

Images 5.1.3.1 through 5.1.3.3 describe objects (rectangular package #1, rectangular
package #2, flat rectangular package) that are characterized as regular.
5.1.4 Object Class 4
Object class 4 is meant to represent a range of objects that have a shape that may be
considered as regular but not easily stacked.

Images 5.1.4.1 through 5.1.4.3 describe objects (ball, vitamin pack) that are
characterized as regular but not easily stacked.
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5.1.5 Object Class 5
Object class 5 is meant to represent a range of objects that have a shape that may be
considered as irregular.

Images 5.1.5.1 through 5.1.5.3 describe objects (multiple socket, electric toothbrush in
blister pack, liquid soap) that are characterized as irregular.

